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Kim says cheerio 

to her churro  

at Disneyland

Hey, mum, 
that’s not 

Atkins  
FYi
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As their friends
the Ramsays

announce
baby No5, the

Beckhams are
divided over

whether to
extend their

own family

hey holiday

together, live 

around the 

corner from 

each other, 

co-ordinate 

gym sessions – and they even spend 

Christmas and New Year together. 

So it makes sense that the Ramsay 

family’s baby news has sent broody 

shockwaves through the Beckham 

household. Last week, celebrity chef 

Gordon Ramsay confirmed he and 

wife Tana are expecting their fifth 

baby, and insiders say it’s sent best 

friend David “a little baby crazy”  

as he urges Victoria to think about 

trying for their own addition to the 

Beckham clan.

“The Beckhams were some of the 

first people Gordon and Tana told,” 

says an insider close to the both 

families, who currently each have 

four children. “David and Victoria 

have known for five weeks and 

Gordon’s been bragging non-stop 

about how he’ll soon have enough 

for his five-a-side football team. 

He’s told David to get a move on with 

his.” And it seems David, 40, is more 

than ready to oblige. “David is so 

broody, he’d love to have another,” 

adds the friend. “It’s really brought 

out his competitive side. It doesn’t 

help that Gordon’s been teasing 

David, saying, “You’re not so 

‘Golden Balls’ after all.’ It’s totally 

working and David has been 

pleading with Victoria to start

trying for another baby since  

they found out.”

The former footballer has  

been open about his ambitions for  

a bigger family, admitting just after 

his youngest, Harper, was born, 

that, “We might have one more  

or two more, you never know.  

If it happens, great… It’s always a 

thought.” But last year his wife of  

16 years appeared to rule out having 

more children, saying “No. I’ve got 

four. I feel like I’ve done my bit.”  

But now her best friend is pregnant, 

insiders say VB, 42, could be 

reconsidering. “She’s really torn,” 

says the friend. “She would like 

another child, but being pregnant is 

so hard on her body. And the bigger 

issue is her work. Victoria’s so busy 

with her fashion business – she’s  

in the process of opening up more 

stores around the world – and 

is finally getting the recognition

she deserves. She feels it could

be the wrong time to take a year

out for another child.” 

The friend adds, “Vic’s also been

enjoying her social life much more

– she and Eva Longoria had the best

time in Cannes, getting drunk on

tequila. And that’s all before you

consider how mad her life already

is with four children. Victoria

struggles enough– trying to be

there for her family and keep on

top of their busy diaries. But she

also knows this could be her last 

chance to have another baby. She 

never had any plans to have more  

in her forties, but seeing her best 

friend do it is very persuasive.”

Tana, 41, is already mum to 

Megan, 15, twins Jack and Holly, 13, 

and Matilda, 11, who are all close  

in age to the Beckham’s four kids, 

Brooklyn, 17, Romeo, 13, Cruz, 11, 

David’s 

well up for 

another baby

Congrats, 

Tana

Posh tells broody D

‘IT’S THE WRON

FOR ANOTHER B
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and Harper, four. Ano  

insider tells heat, “Tan  

and Victoria have been 

through so much toget  

over the years, includi  

simultaneous pregnan  

and Tana would love t   

that again. Victoria wa   

of the first people Tan  

spoke to when she and 

Davd

NG TIME 

BABY’
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Gordon started trying for another. 

They have a lot of baby chats and 

constantly share problems and 

family dramas. Tana says it would 

be perfect if they had baby number 

five together.” 

Last month, writer Tana called 

Posh “family”, adding, “I love 

Victoria.” She also admitted their 

closeness was partly down to their 

lives following a similar path, 

saying, “For the most part, we are

friends because we have four kids

the same age, [and] really busy lives.” 

As heat has previously reported, 

tension had been building between 

David and Victoria over her hectic 

working schedule, even leading to 

rumours about their marriage. 

Now our insider tells us that, 

although Victoria is happy with 

David, she is scared of putting more 

pressure on their relationship. “The 

baby question has already been 

making things difficult with David,” 

says the insider. “Yes, it could bring 

them together, but it could also 

cause more tension. Sleepless  

nights and childcare can be the 

toughest test for a relationship. 

They are committed to each other, 

but they’ve had some issues since  

he retired from football three years  

ago. Things are going pretty well at 

the moment, but Vic finds it hard 

whenever David brings it up, as she 

doesn’t know whether it’s what she 

wants right now. He’s promised he’ll 

be really hands-on with the baby so  

she can get back to work, and she 

knows he is a great dad, but he’s not 

the one who has to be pregnant.

For now, Victoria’s compromising

by relaxing her strict diet a little

– which can help with fertility  

– and saying, ‘If it happens, it 

happens.’ David’s taking that  

as a good sign and his hoping  

she’ll give in. 

“Victoria completely loves  

being a mum – she adores her kids

above all else – and there’s a part

of her that thinks it could bring  

her and David closer together,  

so she could still say yes…” � Lucy Vine

  

“

“
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BROOKLYN: ‘I’M MOVING 
TO AMERICA WITH CHLOE’

A mini Posh-and-Becks-in-the-making 

had their official red-carpet debut last 

week at the Neighbours 2: Sorority 

Rising premiere. And insiders say 

Brooklyn Beckham and actress  

Chloë Moretz, 19, are already getting 

serious – so serious that, despite  

only recently turning 17, Brooklyn’s 

told mum Posh he wants to move to 

the US with his new girlfriend.

“Victoria is worried,” says our  

insider. “Brooklyn says he’s dead  

set on moving back to California  

[the family lived in LA for six years 

from 2007]. He wants to study  

acting and photography out there – 

and, of course, be closer to Chloë.” 

The insider adds, “This is the first 

time Victoria is being replaced in her 

son’s affections, but she understands 

it’s part of growing up, and knows  

it’s not Chloë’s fault. She’s also  

been trying to persuade Brooklyn 

to go to university in the UK, but 

Brooklyn’s not hearing her. He  

says he’s already decided.” �
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Say cheese: the 

Beckhams and 

Ramsays in the 

ultimate family selfie

Making 

their 

red-carpet 

debut

Enjoying 

wine time

“I want 

tequila!”

Doing drunk 

yoga with Eva 

Longoria

WITH DAVID ON 
DADDY DUTY, 

POSH CAN REALLY 

LET LOOSE...
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‘I’m back 
to my best’

T
here are two Kate Mosses.

There’s the ethereal

goddess we see on the

red carpet and in her

modelling shots. And then

there’s the Kate Moss

we’ve seen a lot more of since she

started dating Count Nikolai von

Bismarck. That Kate tends to party

a bit too hard, only emerging

bleary eyed from her house for the

occasional cigarette run. But that’s

all changed, as last week

insiders confirmed the

supermodel ended

her turbulent

relationship with

the socialite, who’s

now rumoured to

be in ‘rehab’. And not

only is our glossy Kate

Moss back she’s

determined to prove she’s

still at the top of her game.

“Everyone was worried Kate

would be really down about the

split, but she’s the opposite. She

wants to show the world she’s still

got it,” says heat’s insider close to the

42 year old. “Instead of cancelling 

her trip to Cannes, Kate made sure 

she was well rested and looking 

gorgeous, ready to have an amazing 

time.” And she certainly did that, 

hanging out with the cream of the 

A-list, including Kate Hudson, Katy 

Perry and Orlando Bloom. But – 

importantly – we’re told that Kate 

didn’t go crazy. “She had fun, but 

didn’t get drunk,” we’re told. “She

was charming and lovely, chatting

to prospective modelling clients.

She left the Chopard party at a very

respectable hour, and turned down

all the after parties. She just said

she wanted her bed. It’s the new and

improved Kate. She’s cut down on

drinking in general, and is really

starting to look after herself again

she’s even trying to quit smoking.”

The insider adds, “Kate’s started

seeing a life coach, who

is encouraging her

to make a series of

positive changes to

her life. Kate says

she’ll be making

a lot more public

appearances in the

near future and will

show everyone that

she’s well and truly back.”

As heat previously reported,

Kate and Niko, 29 who started

dating last year after her split

from musician husband Jamie

Hince, 47, in July – had a toxic

relationship marred by rows. Last

week it was reported that Kate had

kicked Niko out of her home and

sent him to rehab following months

of intense partying and “erratic”

behaviour – and friends hope that

it’s over for good this time. The 

insider says, “Kate’s refusing to 

talk to Niko. He’s been desperate

to speak to her, but she says she’s on

a total detox from him. It’s working,

K a t e :

After ending her toxic relationship, the supermodel is 

determined to prove she’s still at the top of her game
because she’s really got  

her sparkle back.”

And friends say with that door 

shut, it could help Kate – who is 

mum to 13-year-old Lila Grace 

– finally mend fences with her

estranged husband, Jamie. 

“Kate really wants to make  

a fresh start,” says the friend. 

“She wants to fix things with 

Jamie. They haven’t had any 

contact for months and she’s 

desperate to see him. Kate says  

a part of her got lost when they 

split. She doesn’t see them 

getting back together – she  

says she’s mentally fried by 

relationships – but she wants 

them to be on better terms. She’s 

excited by life again and wants  

to concentrate on being a mum 

– she says she can’t wait to spend

the summer holidays with Lila.”

We vote in favour of keeping

this Kate Moss. � Lucy Vine

katy

kate

Justa casual lunch  

withKaty, Orlando  

andKate Hudson

Kate and Niko: 

not doing this 

 

She looked 

stunning at the 

Chopard party

orlando

kate H
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Kate wowed 

onthe Cannes 

red carpet
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K
aty Perry was left

devastated last week

after pictures emerged

of boyfriend Orlando

Bloom “neck nuzzling”

ex Selena Gomez in Las

Vegas. But fast-forward a week and

all seemed forgiven, with the couple

seen all over each other in Cannes.

As it turns out, the trip was part

of Orlando’s plan to win her back.

A source tells heat, “Katy was

distraught when she first saw

the photos. Orlando begged and

pleaded with her, and reassured

her that nothing had happened.

He knew he had to do something

special to make it up to her.”

Katy, 31, was already scheduled to

perform at a gala at the Cannes Film

Festival, so Orlando, 39, arranged

for them to arrive a few days early

for a romantic break, where he

planned to sweep Katy off her feet.

And although, as heat told you,

he’s used to multimillionaire Katy

footing the bill for their lavish

holidays, this time Orlando

called upon his rich friends

to impress his girlfriend of

three months. 

Our source says, “Orlando

has major contacts in Cannes.

Heknew[billionaire]Roman

Abramovich would love to have

Katy on his super yacht, and loved

the lengths Orlando went to arrange

it. He really made a show of taking

her to the town and used all his

connections to get them into the

best places at the last minute.”

The insider adds, “Orlando made

it clear he only had eyes for her and

really did everything he could to

make her feel special. He definitely

won some huge brownie points

Katy was beyond happy.”

But while Katy who divorced

Russell Brand in 2012 and dated

the actor whisked his girlfriend off
to cannes in a bid to prove himself

Orlando
wins Katy
back with a 
lavish holiday

Nuzzle time 

with Selena. 

Tut tut

ladies’ man John Mayer on and

off for two years – was initially

wary about accepting Orlando’s

apology, our insider reveals she’s

fallen for him all over again.

Our source reveals, “They’d

already exchanged house keys,

but Orlando knew he’d have to

make a huge gesture to fully win

Katy over  again after all the

Selena rumours. So, he suggested

that they move in together.

“Katy was thrilled that he was

promising so much to her. She’s

convinced he’s ‘The One’.”�fionaday

“She’s right 

behind me, 

isn’t she?”

The £1.5billion 

super-yacht: 

perfect place  

to cosy up

Orlando  

goes in for  

a smooch
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W
ith things

a little rocky

in the

Wright-

Keegan 

household

recently, the last thing the

married couple needed 

were pictures of Michelle

cosying up to another man.

OK, so the man in question

is her co-star in Our Girl,

but the on-set pictures  

of her looking very close

to her colleague seem  

to have niggled Mark.

A source tells heat, 

“Mark’s obviously cool with

her holding hands in the

name of acting, and he’s

used to her working with

handsome actors. But these

pictures have annoyed

him slightly, as he fears

they’ll only invite more

speculation over the 

marriage. He knows he

needs to support her, but it’s her

filming schedule that he finds hard.

He’s not used to how they have to

take and retake shots until the early

hours of the morning sometimes

it’s nothing like the ‘acting’ he was

used to when he was in TOWIE.”

Back in March, Mark, 29, was said

to be “upset” when Michelle, 28,

was falsely linked to another of her

Our Girl co stars, Ben Aldridge.

As we reported previously, things

have been a little tense for the

couple, who were reunited three

weeks ago after two

months apart, while

Michelle filmed the

BBC drama series

in South Africa.

Butastheycelebrate

their first wedding anniversary

this week, the couple have come

to a compromise. The insider says,

“Things have been difficult recently,

but they have made a peace pact

now. Mark went up to Manchester

where she’s been filming, and he

decided that instead of having

a go about wanting to have a baby

soon which they keep clashing

about he just needs to be more

supportive of her acting career.”

So, like much of their romance

in the beginning, it was once again

back to social media, where Mark

posted an Instagram picture of

him and Michelle having cocktails

together on date night with her

engagement sparkler featuring

prominently in the photo. He

captioned it, “Nothing better

than after work drinks… Stiff

whisky cocktail for me.”

The source adds, “Mark knows

that if he pushes Michelle too much,

he risks losing her. But for now,

they’re doing good.”� laura martin

the FAMOUS
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Mark:  
‘I need to be
a supportive

husband’
As pictures emerged of Michelle 
filming with her hot co-star,  
Mark vows to stop the rows

Mark has laid off 

the baby talk

Don’t panic – 

she’s only 

getting married 

on screen

Mark wasn’t  

a fan of these cosy 

on-set snaps
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Bride-to-be
Kylie’s baby
plans

  S
he got engaged to actor 

Joshua Sasse in February 

after just six months  

of dating, but Kylie 

Minogue has more  

than just wedding plans  

on her mind. heat can reveal that

the 47 year old singer is longing

to be a mum  and doesn’t want

to wait until after they’re married.

An insider says, “They want to

start a family more than anything

Joshua would love a sibling for his

son [Sebastian, two]. Kylie never

thought it was possible, but they’ve

been having that conversation and

Joshua has been giving her the

confidence she needed to believe

that they could be parents together.

And they don’t necessarily want to

wait until the wedding they have

spoken about looking into various

options as soon as possible.”

Kylie who has called Joshua, 28,

the “love of my life” has previously

spoken about her wish to be a mum,

saying, “Who knows if family is one

She’s got the ring 
on her finger – and 
now Kylie wants to 
start a family with 
her toy boy fiance

Kim kardashian joins the 
Mile-high club. Well, Kind of…
In a masterclass of how to  

deflect attention from a pregnant 

Blac Chyna, Kim Kardashian 

snapchatted herself taking  

SIX pregnancy tests on a plane.

On a transatlantic flight from 

LA, several miles high in the sky, 

the reality star filmed herself 

after peeing on the sticks and 

said, “I’m legit in the airplane 

bathroom taking a pregnancy 

test because I’m having a little  

bit of a scare, so no big deal.”  

The tests – unsurprisingly – 

came back negative.

Well, it’s one way  

of killing time on  

a flight. Guess  

it’s back to nude 

selfies again… �
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of my horizons? But if that were to 

happen that would be incredible.”

As for their wedding – which  

is set to take place later this year  

– the couple can’t quite seem  

to decide how to celebrate. Our  

insider adds, “Kylie has promised  

all her friends and family a big  

bash in Sydney, but Joshua wants 

something totally different. 

“He’s even suggested a spiritual 

ceremony in Nepal, where he spent 

much of his childhood. However, 

he’s also told his friends that Kylie’s 

probably going to get her way.”  

� laura martin

That’sthewedding

dresssorted…
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The sky’s the 

limit, eh, Kim?

Testing 

times

Kylie and Josh: 

joined at the hip

That’s 

a no
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T h e s i n g e r ’ s e x h a s b e e n s p o t t e d o n
dates with model Kara Rose Marshall

heartache
over Dougie’s
new girl

Ellie confessed 

to being 

“lonely”  

in a selfie
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be relieved to hear that Dougie and 

Kara are not as serious as she might 

have feared. heat understands that 

Kara, 25, is far from ready to settle 

down. Friends of the model claim 

Dougie is just one of many suitors 

vying for her affection. She’s also 

known for being a party girl, while 

Dougie’s been sober for five years.

Maybe this is just a small sub-  

plot in the ‘unfinished story’  

of Ellie and Dougie. � fiona day

N
ot so long ago, they were 

pop’s golden couple,  

and just two months  

ago, Ellie Goulding 

exclusively told  

us that she could  

reunite with ex Dougie Poynter, 

revealing that their relationship  

was an “unfinished story”.

But heat has learned that Ellie  

was gutted to find out Dougie, 28, 

has now moved on with British 

model Kara Ros  M h ll 

– an ex of Harry  

Friends of the

tell heat, “Ellie h

thinking about t

break-up a lot

recently and

can’t help

checking up

on Dougie on

social media.

She’s found it

hard seeing

him out with

other girls.”

Last week, Ell

29, who’s curren

on her US tour, s

an Instagram p

revealing that she felt “lonely”.  

Pics of her bitten-down nails and 

bloodied cuticles also appeared to 

support her recent admission that 

she’s struggled with panic attacks.

She told Flare magazine, “My 

surroundings would trigger  

a panic attack. I couldn’t go to the 

studio unless I was lying down in 

the car with a pillow over my face.”

And sadly for Ellie, it seems Kara 

has left quite the impression on 

e, with the new 

le going on three 

s in under a week. 

ter reportedly 

irting at Busted’s 

London gig on  

11 May, Dougie 

and Kara went  

to Richmond 

Park the 

following 

Saturday,  

before watching  

The Jungle Book 

on the Sunday. 

The next day, they 

were spotted  

 a London bar.

ut Ellie may  

lonely Ellie’s

Dougie and 

Kara have 

been getting 

McCosy

Will James and Anne-Marie’s “amicable” divorce turn sour?

They have been one of heat’s

favourite couples since they

met on the set of Shameless

in 2003. But, sadly, James

McAvoy and Anne-Marie

Duff who have a five year-old

son, Brendan called time

on their ten-year marriage

last week. While the split is saidThe couple 

in 2013

to be “amicable”, an insider says 

James’ rising star in the US, plus 

his on-set friendships with his  

female co-stars like Alexandra 

Shipp (who appeared in X-Men 

with him), led to difficulties.

“Their relationship had  

been strained for at least six 

months,” says our insider. “James 

has become a huge star and 

he’s got lots of friends in LA 

and would like to live there 

part time, but Anne-Marie’s 

career is based mostly in the 

UK. Things are amicable now,  

but if he is linked to other 

actresses, relations between 

them could sour.” �



T
hey divorced in 2007

after a tumultuous

three year relationship,

but now sources say

Britney Spears is

pining for her ex

husband, Kevin Federline.

Despite him being married, an

insider close to Britney tells us she’s

having some seriously confusing

feelings about her ex, who she sees

regularly while co parenting their

sons, Sean, ten, and Jayden, nine.

“When they first split, it was very

bitter between them,” we’re told.

“But over the past few years, they’ve

been getting on a lot better. Now

they’re in regular contact, it has

reminded Britney why she fell for

him in the first place and how much

fun they used to have together.”

Former dancer Kevin, 38, has

been married to Victoria Prince

since 2013 and the couple have two

children, although our insider

Britney:
‘I’ll always
have feelings 
for Kevin’

Britgetsengaged
toKevinafterthree
monthsofdating.

Justtwomonths
later, thecouple

aremarried.

Britannounces 
sheispregnant with 

theirfirstchild.

jul 2004 Sep 2004 Feb 2005

says things have been rocky at times.

Britney, 34, has been single for 11 

months following a string of failed 

relationships, most recently with 

producer Charlie Ebersol, lawyer 

David Lucado and, before him, her 

former manager Jason Trawick. 

Our insider adds, “Brit would never 

want to break up a family, but those 

feelings for Kevin will always be 

there, and if he was ever to become 

single, she’d love something to 

happen. Their relationship was  

the most important she ever had.”

Kevin and Britney started dating

in 2004 and were married within

five months. They divorced in 2007

shortly before Britney’s infamous

breakdown, which led to her losing

custody of her children and being

sectioned. Just last year, Kevin

called Britney a “loving, caring

person”, adding, “I have so many

great memories  they outweigh

the bad.” � Rhiannon evans

SHe’s dreaming of happy families with 
her ex. Only problem is, he’s married…

k - f e d  a n d  b r i t:  a  l o v e  s t o r y



Britneyfilesfordivorce,
citingirreconcilable

differences.

Threemonthsafterson
Seanisborn,Britneyis

pregnantagain.

Feb 2006

Theappear inthe
realityshowBritney
And Kevin:Chaotic.

May 2005 Nov 2006

Kevinand

Britneymeet

regularlyattheir

kids’ football

matches

Britney 

with Sean 

and Jayden
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T
herearefewamongus

whocouldforgetCheryl’s

lastattempttomakeitbig

intheUS,whichended

withanawkwardsacking

fromTheXFactorUSA.

Butfiveyears later, thesinger’s

finallymakingheadlinesacross

theAtlantic, thankstohersecret

weapon:LiamPayne.

“Liam’smassiveinAmerica

becauseof OneDirection.Afterhis

andCheryl’s loved upappearance

ontheredcarpetatCannes,she’s

suddenlyindemand,”saysan

insiderclosetothestar,whoblewup

theinternettwoweeksagowith

pregnancyrumours.Thefriend

adds,“Refusingtorespondto

questionsaboutthe ‘babybump’

hasmadeherevenhotterproperty,

too.Herteam’shadcalls fromUS

musicbosses,castingdirectors,

TVnetworksandmagazines.”

Lastmonth,Cheryl,32,quither

judgingseatontheUKXFactor

tofocusonherfifthalbum,and

insiderssayshe’shopingit’llprove

popular inAmerica, too.“Cheryl’s

alwayswantedtobehugeintheUS,

andhernewrelationshipishelping

hergetthere,”saysthefriend.“She’s

beengivena secondchance, and

she’s grabbing itwithbothhands.

Shewants tobeasbig asAdele.”

Despite acoupleof snarky

USheadlines, suchas, “Liam

Paynetakeshiscougarforawalk,”

we’retoldthestarnowhasmeetings

linedup inLA,where she’s

already spentmuchof the

yearwith22 year oldLiam.

We’rerootingforCherylto

finallygetherAmericandream.

Justavoidthebighairandpurple

trousersthistime,eh?� lucy vine

Cheryl:astar in

stripes.Seewhat

wedidthere?

Grow

up,JB

After making her red-carpet debut with
Liam Payne, the calls are flooding in

‘JB’S TRYING TO WIND ME UP’
There was a collective,

“HUH?” when pictures

emerged last week of

Jean-Bernard Fernandez-

Versini Cheryl’s estranged

husband, who is still wearing

his wedding ring cosying

up to Pamela Anderson.

Onlookers say the pair spent

the night flirting at The VIP

Room in Cannes, before

leaving together. In his first 

interview since the split, the 

restaurateur, 35, said that  

he was “moving on… there is 

someone else”, but denied 

that “someone” was Pam or 

former WAG – and friend of 

Cheryl  Vanessa Perroncel, 

who he was also linked to. 

Our insider says Cheryl isn’t 

biting. “She saw the photos 

and dismissed them as JB 

just trying to get attention,” 

says an insider. “JB was 

apparently fuming over  

her red-carpet appearance 

with Liam. She says this  

is about one-upping her. 

“The divorce is still 

stalling, and this feels like  

it might be another attempt 

at winding Cheryl up.” �
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the FAMOUS

Cheryl:
‘Liam’s 
helping me
crack the US’
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caroline flack:

C
aroline Flack

seems different

from the way we

expect her to be.

Maybe it’s 

because she’s got 

less make-up on 

than we’re used 

to seeing her 

wearing on The X Factor. Or 

maybe it’s because – without 

being up on a stage in heels  

– she’s way more petite than we 

imagined. Or it could be the fact 

that since she started lifting 

weights a few months ago, she’s 

got really, really fit. Mainly, 

though, we think it’s something 

to do with (excuse us while we go 

all hippy) her aura, man. She’s 

oozing a Zen-like contentment 

you’d expect from someone 

who’s spent a few months doing 

some serious downward dog.

It’s not even that we expected 

her to be particularly miserable, 

we just expected her to be more

guarded – especially when our

job is to quiz her about work

and love. In the last few years, 

Caroline, 36, has copped her fair 

share of, er, flack for that stuff. 

First, there was the relationship 

with Harry Styles, 14 years her 

junior, which sent the world a 

bit doolally. Then last year, she 

was heavily criticised for her 

presenting style on The X Factor, 

as well as her outfits – and even 

her weight. When she left the job 

this year, it led to rumours she’d 

been sacked and had fallen out 

with her co-presenter Olly Murs  

(something she denies). This 

month, there have been whispers 

she’s getting cosy with Professor 

Green. Yet despite all she’s  

had to deal with, she couldn’t  

be more chilled. So, 

what’s her secret? And 

can we have some of

what she’s having?

T H E T V

P R E S E N T E R

H A S 

T R A N S F O R M E D 

H E R S E L F 

F R O M  P A R T Y 

G I R L  T O 

C H I L L E D - O U T 

Y O G A  B U N N Y 

–  S A M A N T H A 

W O O D  F I N D S 

O U T  W H Y

‘I was 
using 

booze as 
a treat’
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Carolinegets

reflective
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You’re looking mega–hot

at the moment, Caroline…

Thank you.

Do you feel pressure to

look a certain way, especially

with summer coming up?

No, I don’t feel pressure to look

a certain way, I feel pressure to

feel a certain way. This year, has

been quite life changing for me.

I wasn’t very happy at the end

of last year and I thought,

“I don’t feel the best that I’ve

ever felt and I don’t look the best

I’ve ever looked and the only person

that can change that is me.” So

I decided to have a big lifestyle

change. I did this big 12 week

no sugar, no alcohol detox.

And has it helped?

Absolutely one hundred per cent.

No booze? Sounds tough…

Surprisingly not. I think I’d got

myself into a rut, where I was using

booze as a treat. You know, I’d be

like, “I’ve had a stressful day, I’ll 

have a glass of wine.” I did that  

loads of times and, actually, it  

was more because I was in a rut 

than an actual sensible decision.  

So, I’ve gone a bit yoga-y and got  

into that side of things, and it’s 

really good.

You’ve lost a stone, but  

what’s been the best bit about 

this change in lifestyle?

I’ve suddenly got loads of time  

on my hands, as I wake up really 

early and I don’t feel hungover.  

I’m like, “Why did I not do this 

sooner? And I’m always in a better 

mood. I’m nicer! Although, I think  

I might be bordering on annoying  

to some people, especially with  

the no-sugar thing.

Are you evangelical about it?

Yeah. I was out with Leigh Francis 

[AKA Keith Lemon] the other night 

and the time passed really quickly.  

I was suddenly like, “Ooh, it’s 

midnight already. I’m going to head 

home.” And he was like, “Yeah,  

all you’ve talked about all night  

Steak for breakfast is

the dream…

Who knew you could have steak for 

breakfast? It’s really good for you. 

You burn it all off. It’s just protein.

You won Strictly in 2014 – do 

you still do a bit of dancing?

Yes, I love dancing. I still go to  

dance classes. Laura Whitmore 

introduced me to the classes at 

Frame in Shoreditch. So that’s 

really good and fun. It’s a great way 

to get in shape, as you don’t think 

about it, you’re just dancing. But at 

the same time, you’re working out.

Do you feel more pressure  

to bust out good dance moves?

Yeah, I stand at the front!  

Not really. [Laughs.] I don’t  

go in thinking everyone knows  

I was on Strictly. That’d be weird. 

“Hi guys, I won Strictly…”

What is your guilty pleasure?

It’s so clichéd, but just chocolate.  

I’ve started to get myself into  

really dark chocolate, which

never tastes the same. But

coconut yoghurt is great, too.  

I just eat loads of that.

You can get savoury yoghurts 

now – carrot and beetroot…

Carrots are really bad for you. 

They’ve got loads of sugar in 

them. It might be natural sugar,  

but that’s equally as bad if you have  

a lot of it. How annoying am I?

What’s your biggest body 

insecurity?

I don’t know, actually. It was my 

arms. I really didn’t like them. And  

my trainer said, “I’m going to make 

your arms your favourite part of 

you.”And now I quite like them.

How do you ignore people  

who might make comments 

about the way you look and 

what you wear?

I don’t look. With 

anything in life, look and 

you will find. You’ll find

is no sugar!” My friend Tom sent

me a text saying, “When are you

going to get your personality back?”

[Laughs.] Once my 12-week detox

finished, everyone was like, “Phew!

She’s back.”

Do you hit the gym?

Yeah, I like to go to the gym. I used

to think it was all about running  

on the treadmill, but now I just  

do weights. Like a bodybuilder. 

[Laughs.] I really like weights 

because you don’t get out of breath, 

but you can still, miraculously,  

lose weight and get in shape.  

That’s been my biggest revelation.

Any weird Gwyneth Paltrow-

type diet tricks?

No, but her book is really good.  

It’s a lot about the timing of when 

you eat stuff. Because I always 

thought avocados were really 

healthy – I’d eat them all the  

time. But no, you should only  

eat them in the morning.

Really? No avo on toast  

at lunchtime?

No, but you can have whatever  

you like for breakfast. But then  

eat less during the day. I eat lots  

of meat. Steak for breakfast.

 FAMOUS

I think I might be 
bordering on annoying
to some people
“ “

Caroline was 

trolled for the 

way she looked 

on The X Factor 

last year

Looking svelte at 

the TV BAFTAs

this month

Gym 

selfie!

Wowing us 

on Strictly  

in 2014
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something in anything if

you look for it. So I don’t.

So, you don’t read stories 

about yourself?

No. Sometimes you can’t help  

it, or you’ll get a nasty tweet.  

But, generally, people won’t tag  

you in a nasty tweet. So don’t go 

searching your name because  

that’s really unhealthy. Anyone  

who says anything nasty is 

generally anonymous.

You’re off to film Love Island 

– what’s the hardest thing 

about being away from home 

when you’re working?

Well, we film in Majorca,  

so it’s not that far. But the  

thing I miss is probably  

my cat, Waffle, because   

I have to get him looked after. 

He’s not very independent. 

Do you put him in  

a cattery?

He goes into a cat hotel.

A cat hotel? [Laughs.] Yeah. 

They have webcams with a live 

video link, so I can log in at any 

time to see what he’s doing.  

Luis Morrison [Love  

Island 2015  contestant  

and footballer] says he  

bans his girlfriend [Cally  

Jane Beech, who he met on  

the show] from wearing sexy 

underwear the night before  

he plays a game…

Why? Oh, because of the footballer 

thing? [No sex before a match.]

Has anyone you’ve  

dated ever  banned you  

from wearing something?

No – if anyone told me  

not to wear something,  

I’d probably wear it twice. 

Do you have any weird  

dating rules?

Erm, no. Well, I’m not dating

anyone at the minute.
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Do you have time for love with

all your work commitments?

I think there’s always time.

But I wouldn’t just go out with

someone just for the sake of it.

Do you ever feel pressure

to settle down from your

mum or family?

They’ve stopped talking about

it. It’s become a non spoken

about subject. No one really

brings it up. I think they just like

hearing about everything else

that I do, because it’s different

stories to the family stories.

There’s been stories

flying around about you

and Professor Green [the

pair were rumoured to

have hooked up after

a dinner date]…

I don’t know what that is all about.

I’ve known him for years. I go out

for dinner with boys all the time,

but I’m not going out with them.

It’s quite funny. I’m linked with

a different person every week.

Would you ever date

a mate, though?

Well, people always say that the

best relationships come from when

you fall in love with a mate, don’t

they? But it’s never happened to

me before. No wait, maybe it has...

No, it hasn’t. [Laughs.] I’m currently 

thinking about all of my male

mates no, I wouldn’t go out

with any of them! [Laughs.]

Would you steer clear of  

dating another celebrity?

No. Look, you can’t help

who you fall in love with.

That’s the beauty of it.

What is the stupidest rumour

you’ve heard about yourself?

Once, I was lying in bed and you

know when you’re on Twitter

and the newspaper front pages

come up on your newsfeed? It

was a front page story in one of

the papers and it said, “Caroline

haunted by ghost child.” There

was a picture of me in a Strictly

rehearsal and someone had ringed

a picture of a face in the mirror,

which looked like a ghost child. No

one had told me about it, no warning

and I saw it at midnight. I was

like, “What? ” How creepy is that?

Did it give you the willies?

Yes. Because I always sleep with

the light on any way. I wouldn’t

say I believe in ghosts completely,

but I probably 35 per cent believe

in ghosts. [Laughs.]�

Love Island starts on ITV2

on Monday 30 May at 9pm

You can’t help who
you fall in love with“

“

Caz and 

Pro Green: 

rumoured to 

have hooked up

With her ex 

Jack Street 

at Glastonbury 

in 2014

Caz and Harry 

Styles: definitely 

hooked up in 2011

Caz and 

Olly: liked 

to filrt
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SCULPT
A LOPSIDED MEDITERRANEAN MASTERPIECE

OUR REDUCED FAT SPREADABLE

MADE WITH OLIVE OIL



C
annesFilm

Festival is the

epitomeof

glamour it’s

wheretheA list

starsofHollywood

combinewiththewealth

oftheFrenchRivieraand

afabuloustimeishadbyall.

So,wewerequitesurprised

toseeTOWIE starChloe

Simsthere hangingouton

yachts,partyingwithKim

Kardashianandposing

upwithKrisJenner.She

appearedatall themost

exclusiveevents, including

aChoparddinnerand

aVanityFairparty.

But itwasChloe’sticket

totheseeventsthatgot

tongueswagging namely

multimillionaireproperty

tycoonRobertTchenguiz,

the55 year oldgentleman

shewaspicturedlooking

verycosywith.

Despiteappearances,our

insidersaysromancewasn’t

onthecards.“Chloeknows

Robert’ssister,Lisa,and

theyinvitedawholegangof

girlsout plus,he’smarried

anyway.Chloehadagreat

time beingoutwithRob

openeddoorsandshemet

lotsof influentialpeople.”

Andoursourcesaysthat

Chloe,33 who’scurrently

singleandhasadaughter,

Maddie,11 wasn’t just in

Cannesforfun.“Shehad

somemeetingswithmovie

execs,”we’retold.“She’s

workingwithafriendto

produceacomedyfilm

andwillappearinit, too.”

Chloewasn’t theonly

Essexgirl inFrance she

alsobumpedintoformer

castmateFerneMcCann.

Reports lastweekclaimed

Fernehasarole inafilm

withMargotRobbie,and

is“headingtoLAinJuly”.

TheOnlyWay(tobaga

Hollywoodcareer) isEssex,

apparently.�rhiannonevans
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loepartiedon

coonRobert’s

cht inCannes

Atapartywith

multimillionaire

RobTchenguiz

AttheDe

GrisogonoHosts

AnnualDinner

withKrisJenner

Hangingout

onasuper-

yacht,asyoudo

Lunchatthe

exclusiveEden

RocHotel

Swanningabout

townwithMr

WellConnected

The TOWIE girl hobnobbed with

stars… and a rich businessman

Chloe Sims 
takes Cannes...
(yes, really) 

a n  e s s e x  g i r l  a b o u t t o w n

 MOUS
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The no-make-
up face lift

T
he A list spend

thousands in their

quest to look

youthful – Botox, 

peels, even face 

lifts. But we’ve got a cheap 

and pain-free suggestion: 

stop piling on loads of slap.

While these stars look hot

all glammed up, we can’t

believe how much younger 

they look sans make-up 

(and maybe an Insta filter). 

Pass the wipes, please.  ■

want to look younger? turns out 
all you need are a few face wipes…

diane kruger

age: 39

gisele bundchen

age: 35

lady gaga

age: 30

J-lo

age: 46

gwen stefani

age: 46
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age: 43

sofia vergara

the FAMOUS
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W
e wonder when

exactly Strictly

dancer Aliona

Vilani broke

it to husband

Vincent

Kavanagh that they’d have

some company on their

romantic trip to Venice?

As our exclusive picture

shows, Aliona’s Strictly

partner, Jay McGuinness,

came along, too, and this

cosy snap proves that the pair

really are, er, strictly mates.

The pair got tongues wagging in

last year’s series with their steamy

dance routines and touchy feely

behaviour, leading some fans to

wonder if Aliona’s marriage had

fallen foul of the infamous Strictly

curse. Speaking recently about the

speculation, the dancer who has

since quit the show to concentrate

on starting a family with Vincent

said, “Me and Jay actually didn’t

really care at all what the papers

were saying, because we know

what’s true. The best thing was

that my husband didn’t care.”

Strictly’s Jay crashes 
Aliona’s mini
break

T h e  s i n g e r  j o i n s  h i s  d a n c e
pa r t n e r  a n d  h e r  h u s b a n d
o n  t h e i r  I ta l i a n  h o l i d ay

Jay and Aliona, 32,

have stayed friends since

their win, and not even

pictures of them dirty

dancing at a party to celebrate

the Strictly tour in February

could rile Vincent – sources tell

us the sales director is actually  

good friends with Jay, 25, as well.

Aliona tweeted from their 

Euro-break, “Had an amazing trip

to Venice for my birthday with

Vin & awesome friends. Perfect

company, food, drink & weather!

#love #friends.” � Laura Martin

Winning 

Strictly 

last year

Getting 

handsy at a 

party in Feb

    P
ICTURE

EXCLUSIV
E

PeggyMitchellofficiallyleftEastEnderslast week,
takingherownlifeinaheartbreakingepisode.

Co-starslikeJessieWallaceandKellieBrightpaid
theirrespectstotheWalfordlegendonTwitterwith
Danny Dyer telling Barbara Windsor, who’s played

Peggy since 1994, “You’ve been nothing shortof
beautifully wonderful.” We agree. RIP, Peggy.

KatiePrice’ssonHarveyhadastrongmessage 
fortrollswhenheappearedonLooseWomen.  

The14yearold–whowasbornwithraregenetic
conditionPrader-Willisyndromeand also  

suffers from autism, ADHD and blindness – was 
asked what he wanted to say to bullies, and he 

replied, “Hello, you c**t.” Go, Harvey!

OzzyOsbournehasapparentlyditchedhis alleged 
mistress.TheBlackSabbathfrontmanwas accused 

ofcheatingonwifeSharonwithstylistMichelle 
Pugh,buthe’sreportedlycutalltieswith her.  

A source says, “He’s come to his senses. Sharon is 
Ozzy’s whole life. He can’t manage without her.” 

Sharon is said to still be considering divorcing him.

ALSO THIS week...

…Ozzy tried to save his marriage...stars mourned peggy’s death...harvey hit back at the bullies

 MOUS
“Are they still 

following us, 

Aliona?”
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WHERE? Los Angeles

WHEN? Tuesday 17 May

WHAT? Not content with having half

of Hollywood in his motor for Carpool

Karaoke, last week James Corden hit 

the streets of LA to belt out Lion King 

classic Circle Of Life for his Late Late

Show. Of course he had to include some

celebs, and he was accompanied by Bad

Neighbours 2 stars Rose Byrne and

a none-too-impressed-looking Seth 

Rogen. Hakuna matata, guys…

it was the 
week that...

James held 
an imaginary 
Circle Of Life

WHERE? LA
WHEN? Wed 18 May
What? What better
way to prove you’ve 
nailed the co-parenting-
with-an-ex thing than 
posting a picture that 
recreates the birth  
of your child? Kate 
Beckinsale and Michael 
Sheen roped in their 
17-year-old daughter 
Lily Mo for a snap that’s 
mostly adorable…  
and a tiny bit creepy.

Fnarrr…

Awww. Ewww. 

Awww?

Kate and Michael 
played happy families 



Seth: “I should 

be Simba. I look the 

most like a lion”

Countdown 
got rude

WHERE? London

WHEN? Wed 18 May

WHAT? It is our all time 
favourite thing when 
Countdown contestants 
make rude words and Rachel 
Riley has to spell them out 
with nothing but a wry smile. 
We’ll grow up soon. Promise.

Do you know what 
Infrared-A is doing 
to your skin?
Infrared-A penetrates deep into 

our skin and may cause accelerated 

ageing, loss of fi rmness, wrinkling 

and long-term cell damage.

Protect yourself against up to 4x 

more of the sun’s rays with Ladival.*

Ladival. The Offi  cial Sun Protection of 
British Tennis

Supporting safer play in the sun

*Compared to UV-A/UV-B only sun creams

Ladival is available in a variety of SPF levels and formats for both 
adults and children

Ladival.co.uk





it was the 
week that...
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Kanye auditioned  
for a ’90s rap video

WHERE? Malibu, California
WHEN? Saturday 14 May
WHAT? To be fair to Corey Gamble, 
we wouldn’t have the balls to tell Kanye 
to get the hell off our sports car, either. 
Maybe the jeans in Kanye’s next Yeezy 
season have chamois leather on the 
bum and he was just giving it a polish.

Sorry,Kanye,

wedon’tbelieve

it’sthat big

All Mariah 
wanted for 
Christmas 
was shoes

WHERE? New York
WHEN? Mon 16 May
WHAT? We hate to  
think how many people 
got fired after Mariah 
Carey’s fishnetted foot 
slipped out of her sky-high 
Louboutins. It was 
definitely someone’s  
fault, and it definitely 
wasn’t La Diva’s. 

Eagles: not 

fans of 

celebrities

WHERE?Cannes
WHEN?Wed 18 May
WHAT? We’re with Bella
Hadid here – we are not 
down with a massive eagle 
type thing flapping around 
right in front of our faces. 
Especially after she went 
to all the effort of getting  
a new nose a few years ago.

At least her 

distressed 

yelp was 

pitch perfect

Bella flew off 
the handle





the FAMOUS
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back, declaring in April, “I would 

like us to make a new-normal body 

type. Everybody says, ‘We love that 

there is somebody with a normal 

body.’ And I’m like, ‘I don’t feel like  

I have a normal body.’ I do Pilates 

every day. I eat, but I work out a lot 

more than a normal person. I think 

we’ve gotten so used to underweight 

that when you are  

a normal weight it’s like, 

‘Oh, my God, she’s curvy.’ 

Which is crazy.”

I a m n o t a  p l u s -

s i z e A m y s c h u m e r

W
hile the Hollywood

ideal has always

been whippet

thin, we’ve noticed

a new breed of

celebrities: the

“in betweeners”. These are th

size straddlers, the m

sized women, the sta

give us realistic #bo

They don’t fit with

Hollywood’s usual ra

which peaks at a siz

(at a push) but they’

also not plus size,

which begins at a size

16. They’re Amy

Schumer, Mindy

Kaling, Katy Perry,

those women

who are referred

to as “curvy” or

plus size, despite

being, well, just not

super skinny.And,

as we finally start

Katy Perry, J-Law, Amy Schumer – There’s
a backlash over the “plus-size” label

to see more and more of the

in betweeners gracing our screens,

it could be time to address that

distinction. Because calling

someone like Amy a size 10 12

“plus size” is inaccurate. And

h not having it any more. The

year old actress recently

tested her inclusion in

hic at any size” special

e of a US magazine, where

name appeared alongside

18 actress Melissa

rthy and plus size model

ley Graham (size 16).

e later explained,

think there’s nothing

ong with being plus

… [but] I go between

6 and an 8 [UK size

2]… Young girls seeing

ody type thinking that

us size? Not cool.”

Her friend size 10

ctress Jennifer

awrence later waded

The rise of the 
in-betweeners

into the discussion, saying, “Amy 

and I are always laughing about  

this. Like, everybody always talks 

about us like, ‘Oh my God, look! 

Plus-sized actresses!’ Our idea  

of what is curvy is so bizarre.” 

Jen, 25, who shot to fame as 

Katniss Everdeen in The Hunger 

Games in 2012, was regarded as  

an anomaly back then, with one 

critic referencing her “baby fat” and 

another claiming she looked “too 

well fed” for the role. But Jen fought 

Amy: taking 

a stand

Katy Perry: 

wants to be 

relatable

J-Law:  wants  

a “new-normal” 

body type





While J-Law wouldn’t describe

herself as curvy, singer Katy Perry,

31, says she has no problem with

it – even though, at just over 9st

and 5ft 7in tall, Katy’s far from the

usual association with the word.

“I think owning the term is on

an individual basis,” she says. “It’s

about what you want to call yourself.

We don’t see ourselves in the same

way. I know, for me, I’m curvy…

I represent a lot of people out there.

I want to be relatable. That’s really

important to me.” She also spoke

out about how out of whack we are

when it comes to celebrity size,

saying, “There has been decades of

bad messaging and we are rewiring

now. Long gone are the days where

you are not socially aware. You can’t

unsee all that crazy shit and not try

to do something to change it.” 

Size 12 actress Mindy Kaling,

36, also points out that we need to

reassess our negative associations

with words, saying, “If I call myself

a cute chubby girl, the natural kind

woman’s response is, ‘You’re not

chubby! You’re beautiful! And thin!’

And I always want to hug the person

and say, ‘It’s OK, I identify as

someone who is cute and chubby

– that doesn’t mean I’m not worthy

of love and attention and intimacy.’”

But while the public is embracing

the rise of in-betweeners, there’s

still a pretty long way to go before

Hollywood acknowledges those

changes. British actress Gemma

Arterton, 30, recently called

Hollywood’s sizing “ridiculous”,

adding, “I went to a designer

the other day (who will remain

nameless) and he said to me,

‘I’m amazed that you’re fitting into

these sample sizes.’ I’m a size 8-10!

I should be amazed that the largest

you’re making these is a size 6.”

Size 14 Christina Hendricks, 41,

complained that she couldn’t even

get a dress for the Emmys one year,

saying, “They only lend out a size

zero or size 2 [UK 4-6]. So I’m still

struggling for someone to give me

a darn dress.” Even supermodel and

actress Brooklyn Decker admitted

recently, “I have a curvy body. I have

boobs. I’m a size 4 [UK size 8].

In modelling, that’s often too big.”

With ten million women in the UK

saying they feel “depressed” about

their body and research linking it to

the celebrities we see on telly, body

image expert Dr Bryony Bamford,

from The London Centre for Eating

away from this being a reality.

“Until then, movements to ensure

we see every kind of shape and size

on television can only help to widen

our extremely narrow idea of what

is ‘attractive’.”� lucy vine

For more information, visit

Thelondoncentre.co.uk

I ’ m  c u r v y…  I  r e p r e s e n t 

a  l o t  o f  p e o p l e  o u t 

t h e r e      K a t y  P e r r y

I t ’ s u n r e a l i s t i c

D r b r y o n y B a m f o r d

 FAMOUS

Mindy

Kaling:“cute

andchubby”

–andproud

Gemma  

Arterton: 

too curvy for 

Hollywood?

Christina 

Hendricks 

struggled to find 

a dress for the 

Emmys. WTF?

Disorders and Body Image, says it’s 

time we put things in perspective. 

“The average size of a Hollywood 

celebrity is very different to the 

average size of a UK woman [size 

16],” says Bryony. “Many women 

will be able to recognise this 

discrepancy, but many can’t. The 

result is often a pressure to conform 

to an unrealistic standard that  

just isn’t achievable for the average 

female. It’s distorting women’s  

ideas of what is ‘normal’, which is  

a damaging cultural standard. In  

an ideal world, women would not  

be labelled in terms of their body 

shape at all, but we’re a long way 
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everletitbesaidthat

KrisJennerdoesn’twork

hardforher20percent

momagerfee.heathas

learnedthatjusthours

afterthenewsthat

youngestdaughterKyliehadsplit

withherrapperboyfriendof two

years,Tyga,Krisdrewupashortlist

of potentialnewpartnersforher.

So,whoisonKris’ line up?

Asourceclosetothefamilytellsus

thattherearethreemaintargets

deemed“suitable”forKylie,18.

“JustinBieberisKris’firstchoice,”

theinsidersays.“Shelovesthat

he’scommittedtooverhaulinghis

image.Sheadmireshowreligious

heis,he’ssuper successfulandhe’s

alreadyclosetothefamily.Infact,

whenKourtneyandScottDisick

split lastyear,Justinwashappy

tobelinkedtoKourtney.Krisloved

thathepostedInstagrampictures

aboutit,whichgoteveryonetalking

abouttheir ‘hook-ups’.Shebelieves

he’stotally ‘onbrand’.It’sanadded

bonus that KrisisdatingCorey

Gamble, Justin’stourmanager.”

Next up, it’s themanwhoassaulted

Rihanna in 2009:ChrisBrown.

Incredibly, Kristhinkshe’dbe

agood choice,withoursource

saying,  “Chrisisalong timefriend

of the family andKrisbelieveshe’s

reformed. Plus,himandKanye

aretight, and Kanyepromised

Krishe’d keepChrisinline.”

However, 27-year-oldChrisisnot

eventhe mostshockingbachelor

onthe list. ThelastpersonKris

isconsideringisScottDisick,32.

Yep,KourtneyKardashian’sex

andbaby daddy.Theinsidersays,

“Krisknowsthisoneisagambleand

shewouldspeaktoKourtneyfirst,

butScottandKourtneyareboth

agreedthey’redoneasromantic

partners.Scotthasalreadybeen

thoroughlyvettedbyKrisandhe’s

partofthefamilybusiness.Kris

isalsokeentocurtailScott’s

womanising,plussheknows

thedramafromtheoddpairing

wouldmakeforgreatTV

lookatRobandBlacChyna.”

Thiswouldn’tbethefirsttime

Krishasengineeredherdaughters’

lovelives.Inhisbook,Kardashian

Dynasty,authorIanHalperinsays

thatafterKim’sdisastrous72 day

marriagetoKrisHumphries,“Kris

calledanemergencyfamilymeeting

anditwasdecidedthatthebest

waytoturnthingsaroundwasto

bringinabignameasanewlove

interestforKim KanyeWest.”

ButitseemsKylie’sgotherown

plans.Lastweek,shewasspotted

reportedlymakingmovesonR&B

starTyDolla$ignatapartyinLA

justoneproblem,heapparently

hasagirlfriend.Shealsohungout

withhip hopstarPartyNextDoor.

Thesourceadds,“Krismighthave

plansforwhereshewantsKylie’s

nextromancetogo butKylie

knowsherownmindandhas

herownideas.”�lauramartin

Krisplays 
matchmaker
for Kylie s h e ’ s  g o t  t h r e e ,  u m ,

i n t e r e s t i n g  c h o i c e s
f o r  h e r  d a u g h t e r…
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kris’ choice #1
justin bieber

kris’ choice #2
chris brown

kris’ choice #3
scott disick

the
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Introducing 

private jet Uber
It’s the celebrity answer to UberPool and  
lets you fly around with the rich and famous

A
s everyone

knows, flying

commercial

even first class

is just so gauche

nowadays. All

the most discerning celebs

use private jets to travel

and now you can, too. If

you have £10k going spare.

A company called

JetSmarter is gaining

notoriety in celeb circles as

a cheap (well, cheaper) and

convenient option for flying

privately, all using an app

on your phone just like the

Uber app for car sharing

and it already boasts

Kimye as customers.

Last week, businessman

Mazen Dayen revealed

how he’d met the superstar

couple on his JetSmarter 

flight from New York to LA, 

adding that Kim, 35, had 

slept the whole trip, while 

Kanye, 38, talked about 

“watches, cars and real 

estate”. But owner Sergey 

Petrossov tells heat that’s 

just the tip of the celebrity 

iceberg. JetSmarter users 

regularly encounter A-list 

celebs, including actor 

Jamie Foxx and model 

Emily Ratajkowski, as well 

as royalty and billionaires.

If you want to try 

UberPool for the skies, it’ll 

cost you an “initiation fee” 

of £2,500 and then a mere 

£7,000 ($9,675) annually. 

For that, you get unlimited 

free access to seats on 

scheduled private jet flights 

(sounds like a lie, isn’t a lie), 

or – if you want a totally 

exclusive experience 

without an A-lister chatting

the whole flight – you can

pay extra and charter your

very own plane. Even better,

you can get free helicopter

rides in certain cities. And

since running your own jet

could cost over £3million

a year (not to mention the 

£35million for the plane), 

you can see why Kim and 

Kanye – who recently 

claimed to be $53million  

in debt – are members. 

Sergey launched 

JetSmarter three years ago, 

and to date 15,000 people

in the UK have downloaded

the app. Sadly,  heat is not

one of them… � lucy vine

Gigi Hadid had her  

21st party on a jet 

with Taylor Swift

Khloé and Kim K  

are regulars
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Bagsy we get the 

aisle seat, Kimthe FAMOUS
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I
f there’s one thing we at heat know

for certain, it’s that a Hollywood love

affair can be fleeting and true love is

elusive. So you’d forgive us for being 

incredibly jealous when Ryan Gosling 

describes his 15-year-old rescue dog 

George as “the great love of my life”.  

But what we also know is that, when your

owner is as hot as Ryan, you’re not going

to be short of rivals for his affection. Here,

the actor’s pet pooch gives us a first-paw 

account of what it’s like to share his famous 

dad with a host of other furry attention 

seekers. Over to you, Georgie...

dog driving
“I always ride 

shotgun, except for 

when I let Eva’s mutt 

Hugo have a turn. 

I only have myself to 

blame for this pic of 

Hugo trying to slip 

him the tongue.” 

fluffy flirt
“My dad always tries to 

take me everywhere 

with him, but due to my 

other commitments 

(hiding bones and 

sleeping on the sofa), 

I can’t always make it. 

This little ginger number

tried it on while Dad was at

  he wasn’t swayed.”

a load of
bull(dog) 

“Dad’s an international 

superstar, so it’s not just the 

US hounds after him. This 

British bulldog was hoping 

the American obsession with 

the Brit accent would lead to 

him being part of our pack.”  

puppy love 
“Dad’s love of furry friendship began 

in his teens. Everyone has a past and 

accepting that there were others 

before me has made us stronger.”

w h e n yo u r o w n e r ’ s a s e x y h o l ly w o o d s ta r ,

yo u h av e t o e x p e c t a b i t o f c o m p e t i t i o n . . .

Ryan Gosling:
One hot man
and his dogs by george 

gosling

puppy dog eyes
“When Dad’s out promoting 

his movies, I like to kick back 

at home and get some 

ball-chasing practise. This

 Lab found out stealing a few

 moments of intense gazing 

with him doesn’t mean 

gentleman prefer blondes.” 

and finally, 
back to me...

“This is my favourite pic

of us together. What can

I say? He carries me 

and I carry him.”

t US





Spotted
� Hotel heiress

PARIS HILTON

browsing the magazines

in WH Smiths at London’s

Heathrow Airport.

Spotted by Becca

� Made In Chelsea’s

JAMIE LAING, ALEX

MYTTON and SAM

THOMPSON at Eight

Over Eight restaurant

on the King’s Road, in

south west London.

Spotted by Hugh

� Corrie’s RYAN

THOMAS (AKA

Jason Grimshaw)

promoting children’s

charity The Archie’s

Foundation at Archie’s

Burgers And Shakes

in Manchester.

Spotted by

Stephanie

� An ethereal

looking

HELENA

BONHAM

CARTER

having dinner at

Hawksmoor Air Street.

Spotted by Jen

� Bad Neighbours 2

stars SETH ROGEN

and CHLOE MORETZ

getting into a people

carrier near BBC

Broadcasting House

in central London.

Spotted by Abigail

� Black Eyed Peas main

man and The Voice UK

“coach” WILL.I.AM

wearing a big Pharrell

style hat at Heathrow

Airport, London.

Spotted by Gabby

� Singer SIR ELTON

JOHN watching the

band Christine And The

Queens in London. He

was with two gorgeous

guys and he wore

sunglasses throughout

the entire performance.

Spotted by Emma

� Hot actor

RICHARD

MADDEN having

dinner with MTV’s

LAURA WHITMORE

at House Of Ho

Vietnamese restaurant

in Fitzrovia, central

London. Spotted

by Jemma

� Gogglebox’s JUNE

BERNICOFF talking on

her mobile phone at New

Mersey Shopping Park

in Speke, Liverpool.

Spotted by Phillip

� Hollywood actress

GLENN CLOSE having

a late night dinner with

her Sunset Boulevard

castmates at Balans Soho

Society Café in London.

Spotted by Lizzie

� Musician PETE

DOHERTY in

Barcelona’s Gothic

Quarter, Spain.

Spotted by Dominic

Seen a famous doing something random? Tweet us with your sightings! #Spotted

heat@heatmag.com

/heatworld

@heatworld

Louis Tomlinson
� If you’re trying to snap a selfie

at a pool party, don’t be surprised

if a member of 1D wants to get

involved, Natalie Goodwin.

� ALEC BALDWIN

tryingtolookimperious

ontheridesat

Disneyland,California.

WIN £100*

Send your 

non-selfie selfie™to

heat@heatmag.com
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Seen
a celeb?

Louis

They’re behind you!

Dumbo
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Enders’

DANNY

DYER buyin

a cheese

and pickle

baguette

in Pret,

Canary

Wharf,

London.

Spotted

by Sally

TV presenter 

JUSTIN LEE 

COLLINS 

strutting 

through 

central 

London with 

his hands in 

is pockets.

Spotted  

by Davydd

top spot

crap spot
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lewis
hamilton

the formula 1 star

sunny barbados

has parked up in



in case you missed ryan seacrest’s show
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Deputy Editor Caroline Robb Desperately Seeking Susan, due to my Madonna obsession
Creative Director Ben Watkins

Assistant Editor Steph Seelan The Goonies
Editorial Assistant Laura Donaldson (020 7859 8657) All the Toy Stories

Art
Art Editor Corrie Heale (020 7859 8684) Grease 2 of course

Senior Designer Daniel Tang (020 7859 8682) Spiceworld. How it didn’t win an Oscar, I’ll never know
Designer Rachel Tomlin (0207 859 8699) Mary Poppins. I always wished I could float when laughing

the famous
News Editor Issy Sampson (020 7859 8672) 

Deputy News Editor Rhiannon Evans (020 7859 8648) The Little Rascals
News Reporter Fiona Day I was obsessed with Legally Blonde. Bend and Snap for LIFE

personal shopper
Style Editor Jo Hoare (020 7859 8659) Three Men And A Little Lady

 Deputy Style Editor Ellen Kerry (020 7859 8607) The Neverending Story. Atreyu 4eva
Style Intern Sophie Bronstein (020 7859 8673) Beauty And The Beast

Pictures 
Picture Editor Clare Hepworth (020 7859 8666) Big

Senior Picture Researcher Gisella Molinari (020 7859 8669) It Takes Two
Picture Researcher Rachel Lindsley (020 7859 8668) The Parent Trap

Picture Intern Chelsea Hughes (020 7859 8609) The Aristocats 

playlist
Entertainment Director Boyd Hilton (020 7859 8654) Close Encounters Of The Third Kind

Entertainment Editor Kay Ribeiro (020 7859 8653) ET
Deputy Entertainment Editor  Jen Crothers (020 7859 8481) Mannequin

Film Editor Charles Gant (020 7859 8658) 

Production
Production Editor Lisa Howells (020 7859 8676) The Little Girl Who Lives Down The Lane.

I’m not sure I should have been watching it, mind
Deputy Prod Ed Isabelle Broom Splash. Cue Tom Hanks naked in a tank of water: “I am not a fish!”

 Senior Sub Editor Matthew Hurrell (020 7859 8678) Mr Knibbles

Digital
  Digital Editor-in-Chief Alice Farmiloe Digital Director Hannah Rouch  

Acting Deputy Editor Emmeline Saunders FernGully, even though Hexxus scarred me for life
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This week’s burning question, answered by heat staff:

What’s your favourite film from childhood?

MAGAZINE I HEATWORLD.COM I HEAT TV I HEAT RADIO I HEAT EXTRA

Editor-in-chief
(mag, online, radio, TV, social)

Lucie Cave
Labyrinth. Never viewed leggings the same since

 
Editor 

Suzy Cox

hot from...

Lionel Richie revealed to  
Ryan that he predicted Demi 
Lovato’s rise to fame. Talking 
about the Grammys, the soul 
ledge said he’d always known 
she’d make it big. “She killed  
it. When we were in rehearsal 
before the show, she had me 
dying of laughter. I gave her 
some advice maybe five years 
ago that one day she might 
make it. How about that?” 
How about it, indeed. 

Chris Martin spoke to Ryan
about how he really enjoyed
a recent trip to Disneyland
for his daughter Apple’s 12th
birthday but was only allowed
on one ride with her. “There was
one ride that she said we could
go on together… I just sat and
watched the Mary Poppins
band for, like, half an hour
while the kids went wild.”

Ride on, chris

Sia spoke to Ryan about her 
13-year-old collaborator  
Maddie Ziegler, who’s danced
in four of the singer’s videos,
including Chandelier. “If
everyone could know what
she is like as a person, it would
make me feel so happy,”
Sia told Ryan. “She’s such
a great person. Such a nice
person with such a good
little sense of humour.”

Sia: mad for Maddie

Lionel loves Demi

TuneintolistentoRyanevery
weekdayfrom1pm-4pm

Are you  
copying my 

hair?
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see it. love it. buy it. wear it.

jo
Style editor

A realist. She’ll say

when you look good,

and how you can

look even better

Ellen
Deputy style

editor

Fashion fearless,

there’s no trend

Ellen won’t try

Sophie
Style intern

A real magpie

for bargains,

she’ll bring it

to you for less

Meet your Personal Shoppers
J - L A W ’ S  G O T  O N E ,  S O  W E ’ R E  G I V I N G  Y O U  T H R E E …
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The dark side
When St Tropez launched their in-shower 

tan last year, the world went mad! They 

sold out of a year’s stock in five weeks, 

and even bronze-phobics bought it in 

their droves. We had one little quibble, 

though – we wished it made us a little  

bit darker. And now, with the medium 

version, it does. The only way for lazy girls 

to tan, pop it on, wait three minutes, wash 

off and you’ll see a noticeable streak-free 

tanafter justoneapplication.Hooray!

St Tropez Gradual In Shower 

Tanning Lotion in Medium, 

£14.50 



What’s in MY
T H E  P E R S O N A L  S H O P P E R  T E A M  S H A R E  T H E  S T Y L E  F I N D S

A F T E R D E S I G N E R - L O O K I N G 

S P E C S A N D S T Y L I S H S A N D A L S

G I V I N G H E R W A R D R O B E

A S U M M E R - R E A D Y U P D A T E

anything it touches.

T-shirt, Topshop, £35

Solves the conundrum of too hot
for jeans, too cold for a skirt.

Culottes, M&S Limited Collection, £35

The best sunglasses brand for a
designer feel at affordable prices.

Sunglasses, Le Specs @ Very Exclusive, £35

New Look is my No1 place for
bargain summer sandals.

Sandals, New look, £17.99

Anything with a flamingo  
on it gets a yes from me.

T-shirt, Primark, £6

I’m obsessed with shoulder
flashing. I’ll wear this with jeans

and flatform sandals.
Top, Silk Fred, £44

The nicest trainers I have seen
at this price EVER.

Trainers, Missy Empire, £22

Super-wearable, this sundress  
will be a style-saver all season.

Dress, H&M, £49.99

I love this set’s combo of girly
print and boyish shape.

Bra, £25; Briefs, £15, both by & Other Stories

SNEAKY

BARGAIN

T H I S  W E E K ,  E L L E N  I S . . .T H I S  W E E K ,  J O  I S . . .
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 Heels for work, trainers for  
 weekend, sandals for hols –  

 this is one hardworking dress 
 Dress, ASOS, £38 
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 I N  T H E I R  O N L I N E  B A S K E T S

Lottie Moss  
at Cannes

Beyond elegant  

in Christian Dior.

Salma Hayek’s
boobs

How is this woman

nearly 50? 

Gigi’s tee
If Zayn was ours, 

we’d wear this 

constantly….

Cannes 
liggers

What exactly are 

you doing there, 

Lady Victoria 

Hervey?

Pixie’s curls
We applaud her going

natural, but it does look

a little

Tan roulette
If we fake tan tonight, we just 

know it’s gonna be tights weather 

again all week. Is it worth it?

T H I S  W E E K ,  S O P H I E  I S . . .

B U Y I N G  B A G S ,  B O M B E R S 

A N D  B A R G A I N  S C E N T S

Can be dressed up for

a wedding or dressed down

for chilled-out summer days.

Dress, Zara, £39.99

Amazing teamed with  

jeans and a tee. 

Shoes, EGO, £24.99

So cheap, I don’t even feel bad about 

buying yet another bomber.

Jacket, Boohoo, £15

Great if you feel a bit threatened by 

pastels, but still want to work the trend.

Bag, H&M, £24.99

STYLE-O-METER
W H A T  W E ’ R E  T O T A L L Y  

I N T O  –  A N D  W H A T  W E ’ L L 

U N F O L L O W  T H I S  W E E K
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Such good value, you  

can spray all day! 

So…?, £5.99 for 30ml (EDT)

SUPER

SAVER
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DECODEDFASHION

Summer
style clinic

N O T  S U R E  H O W  T O  C H A N N E L 

B E Y O N C E  A T  A  P A R T Y  O R 

T H R O W B A C K  T O  T H E  ’ 9 0 S 

I F  Y O U ’ R E  O V E R  A  S I Z E  1 4 ? 

D E P U T Y  S T Y L E  E D  E L L E N  H A S 

T H E  C U R V Y  G I R L  H A C K S …

LEVANA, 28, ASKS:

Are there any off-the-shoulder options

or women who can’t go bra-less?

Choose pieces with cami strap
detailing. The straps break up the
décolletage, slimming shoulders.
A pretty, comfy multi way bra
is a curvy girl must have.

ELLEN SAYS

EMMA, 30, ASKS:

I really like jumpsuits. They

look so cool in the summer,

but the ones I have tried are

so clingy on my tummy.

Swerve anything too
stretchy or graphic.
A tailored piece in black
will smooth any bumps
and look super hot.

ELLEN SAYS

What would you like 

to see on Fashion 

Decoded? Tweet 

@heatworld with 

your suggestions 

using the hashtag 

#askellen.

Got a style 
dilemma?

WHAT’S THE 
BEST WAY  
TO ROCK  
A JUMPSUIT?

HOW DO I DO THE
COLD-SHOULDER
THING?
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Jameela Jamil 

for Simply Be, 

£65

Top, River Island 

Plus, £22

Dress, ASOS

Curve, £33

Bra, 

Parfait, 

£34

Briefs,  

Parfait,

£15

Evans,

£42
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p e r s o n a l

KERRY, 32, ASKS:

I know I can’t pull off

“raver in Ibiza”, but how

can I channel the ’90s,

as a curvier girl?

There are easy ways
to make ’90s curve
friendly. A T shirt
under a slip dress
instantly makes
it more wearable.
And tea dresses
are basically made
for your shape.

ELLEN SAYS

VICKY, 31, ASKS:

I love the bra-top trend, but

as a curvy girl, I’m nervous

about wearing it. How can

I work it without looking  

too booby? 

You don’t have to
go out in your bra
if you don’t feel
confident. Choose
pieces that have
a lingerie feel
instead, like a lace
trimmed cami.

ECAN I DO 
UNDIES AS
OUTERWEAR? 

ADVICE ON
HOW TO DO
THE ’90S, 
PLEASE…

Jacket, 

Simply Be, 

£45

Dress,

Simply Be,

£24

Dress, 

Evans, 

£80

Choker, ASOS 

Curve, £6

Vest, New Look 

Curves, £9.99

Dress, ASOS 

Curve £41 

Dress,

ASOS Bridal

Curve,

£250
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This dress 

comes in sizes 

18-28

Top, £22; 

Trousers, £32
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REALIST
BeautyT

H
E

S T Y L E  E D I T O R

J O  O N  T H E  N E W

P R O D U C T S  Y O U

S H O U L D  R E A L L Y

B O T H E R  W I T H  

T H I S  W E E K …

 fight the frizz
TRESemmé Expert Botanique Hydrating Mist, £5.50 

There’s no denying we are well 

and truly in the frizz season, and if 

your hair is kicking off about it, then 

this is worth a fiver of your money. 

The instructions say to use it after 

washing and conditioning to smooth 

and hydrate, but I also find that 

one small spritz sprayed into your 

palms and rubbed over dry hair 

when it starts to rebel calms without 

greasiness. Oh, and it smells divine.

pout perfector
Soap & Glory Sexy Mother Pucker Lipsticks, £9 each

In three finishes – matte, satin and shine – and three

colour categories – red, pink, nude – this collection

is AMAZING. They’re long-lasting with great shades

that’ll suit everyone and they’re easily as good as

lippies more than twice the price. I’ve got two in my

bag (Rosy Chic and You Say Tomato) right now.
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skin hero
Bioderma Hydrabio Eau De Soin

SPF30, £9 @ Feelunique.com

SPF is a right old faff, 

isn’t it? “Oh, there’s 

definitely some in 

my moisturiser/

foundation, I think. 

Well, there might 

be… Oh sod it, I can’t 

remember.” That’s how 

my thoughts used to 

go – until I found this 

facial mist. After a few 

spritzes, not only is my 

make-up set, but I’m 

also SPF-ed right up. 

That’s a few more  

years of non-hagness 

I’ve bought myself.

    pop star
Maybelline Pop Art  

Baby Lips £2.99

or a pre-pay-day 

reat that costs less 

han a sandwich,  

ook no further than

hese cute limited-

dition Pop Art Baby

ips. If you haven’t 

ried them before, 

hese moisturising 

alms with a pretty 

int of colour are 

erfect for lazy days

nd sunny holidays.
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Show off the
beginnings of your 
summer tan in ice-
cream shades made
for occasion wear.

1. pretty
pastels
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New-season tren
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Coat,

Poppy Lux,

 £48

Top, Archive  

by Alexa for  

M&S, £25

Skirt, 

Boohoo, 

£15

TEAM WITH 
A SLOGAN TEE

Great for 

special 

occasions
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O U R G U I D E T O T H E

S U M M E R F A S H I O N S Y O U

N E E D T O K N O W A B O U T –

A L L AT B A R G A I N P R I C E S

shopper
p e r s o n a l
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Dress,

Topshop,

 £44

Top,

New Look,

£17.99

Shoes,

Next,

£32
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It’s time to let
your sleeves do 
the talking. Team 
with skinnies for a 
flattering silhouette.

2. swingy 
sleeves

Top, 

Topshop,

 £29

Top, Zara, 

£22.99

PERFECT 
WITH DENIM

Off-the-

shoulder 

is so hot
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Top, Zara,

 £29.99

Top, Next, 

£25
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Nothing cheers up your 
look quicker than quirky 
specs. Great for festivals 
and posing in the park.

3. fun sunnies

Lindex, £7.99

Boohoo, £6Boohoo, £6

South Beach, £10

Lindex, £9.99River Island, £12

River Island, £14
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Festival

must-have

Absolutely

fabulous
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Glamorous,

 £45
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Dress up denim or

chuck on over anything

for an instant hit of chic.

4. trophy 
jackets
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FOR WORK 
AND PLAY

Doubles as a 

beach cover-up
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New Look,

 £20

Zara,

£39.99

Zara, 

£49.99

Boohoo,

£15

River Island,

£45

River Island,

£50



NATING

E CREAM £4.49

NEW

Sweep across high points of the face that 

naturally catch the light - cheekbones, 

brow bone and bridge of the nose for the 

ultimate strobing eff ect. 

HOW TO APPLY

CONQUER THE STROBING TREND! 



Emma
Roberts

The Scream Queens

star’s fitted bodice

sexes up the look,

while the frayed hem

keeps it cool.

Bella
Hadid

Bodycon indigo

makes it night-out

appropriate. Add edge

with a ’90s choker

and boyish boots.

Gillian
Jacobs

The Love star works

the same frock as

Karlie K, but platform

heels give it an

entirely different feel.

Kate
Bosworth

High suede boots

à la Kate look

just as good as

bare legs

and sandals,

Karlie
Kloss

The model dresses

down her Madewell

dress with white

trainers and

a sporty backpack.

Denim dresses
P A C K U P Y O U R S K I N N I E S U N T I L A U T U M N , T H E R E ’ S A N E W

W A Y T O W O R K Y O U R F A V O U R I T E F A B R I C
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M&S, £45

find it on

the high street
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Plaits never go out of style

and this season, there’s an

abundance of pretty ’dos

that are perfect for weddings

and special events. Take

a look at our mood board for

piration, then follow our tips

tting it right every time…

This is not the season for

fishtails (thank God, we never

mastered them). Plain old three-

strand plaits are the coolest.

� Don’t worry about being too

neat – undone ends or loose

wisps around the hairline keep

it fresh. Pulling out parts of your

L E S S S C H O O L G I R L , M O R E S P E C I A L
O C C A S I O N – W E S H O W Y O U H O W

braid after plaiting and rubbing

with a texturising powder will

also make it look thicker.

� Day-old hair is better, as

it’ll grip more. And if you’re

going for the January Jones

triple-plait, you can even leave

it longer (fab for festivals).

� Hair a little thin for the boho

style? Add a couple of clip-in

hair extensions. The varying

textures of the braids and

waves will help them blend,

making them undetectable.

If you want a tousled braid,

build volume into your hair with

product before you start plaiting.

Redken Body

Full Volume

Amplifier, £17

Aussie Miracle

Hairspray Volume

+ Hold, £4.99

Charles

Worthington

Volume &

Bounce

Texturising

Powder, £5.99
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Kick-start summer 
with 20%  
New Look

H
itting the shops 

this weekend?  

Well, here’s  

a special treat 

from heat and 

New Look.

If there’s one thing we like 

more than shopping, it’s 

shopping with a discount, 

which is why we’ve got this 

brilliant 20 per cent off all 

full-price buys at New Look.

Whether you’re looking

for a special-occasion  

frock, or cute separates,  

New Look has got it all.  

Save on summer essentials

like our shoe of the season  

the mule, sassy dungarees or 

our fave cover-up, the bomber 

jacket – your wardrobe will 

never have looked better! 

To claim the discount, 

present the barcode below  

at the till, or head to 

heatworld.com/newlook to 

receive your unique code.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 1.THIS OFFER ENTITLES YOU TO A SAVING OF 20 PER CENT OFF FULL-PRICE ITEMS, WHEN SPENT IN A SINGLE TRANSACTION. 2. THIS OFFER IS VALID IN ANY PARTICIPATING NEW LOOK STORE WITHIN THE UK & ROI BETWEEN 24 – 30 MAY. 3. THIS OFFER 
CAN BE REDEEMED ONLINE BETWEEN 00:01 ON 24 MAY  – 23:59 ON 30 MAY 2016 BY ENTERING YOUR ONLINE CODE AT THE CHECKOUT AT NEWLOOK.COM. 4. OFFER EXCLUDES CONCESSIONS AND SALE ITEMS. 5. THIS OFFER CANNOT BE USED TO PURCHASE NEW LOOK GIFT 
VOUCHERS OR GIFT CARDS, E-TOP UP VOUCHERS (WHERE APPLICABLE) OR USED TOWARDS PAYMENT OF ANY OUTSTANDING BALANCE ON A NEW LOOK STORE CARD. 6. NO CASH OR ANY OTHER ALTERNATIVE WILL BE GIVEN AND THIS DISCOUNT CAN ONLY BE REDEEMED 

ONCE. 7. THIS OFFER CANNOT BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNT. 8. THE RETURN VALUE OF THE ITEMS PURCHASED USING THIS VOUCHER SHALL BE THE APPLICABLE RETURN VALUE UNDER NEW LOOK’S RETURN POLICY LESS THE DISCOUNT OBTAINED.
9. COPIED, DAMAGED OR EXPIRED VOUCHERS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. 10. YOUR STATUTORY RIGHTS AS A CONSUMER ARE NOT AFFECTED. PROMOTER: NEW LOOK RETAILERS LIMITED, MERCERY ROAD, WEYMOUTH, DORSET, DT3 5HJ. REGISTERED NUMBER 1618428.

KEEP ME UPDATED WITH RELEVANT NEWS AND OFFERS FROM HEAT’S BRAND. KEEP ME UPDATED WITH RELEVANT NEWS AND OFFERS FROM HEAT’S SISTER BRANDS IN THE BAUER MEDIA GROUP.   KEEP ME UPDATED WITH RELEVANT OFFERS AND PROMOTIONS FROM 
BAUER MEDIA GROUP AND NEW LOOK. YOUR DETAILS WILL BE TREATED STRICTLY IN ACCORDANCE WITH OUR PRIVACY POLICY AND YOU CAN UNSUBSCRIBE AT ANY TIME BY CLICKING THE UNSUBSCRIBE LINK IN OUR EMAILS, BY UPDATING YOUR PREFERENCES IN YOUR 

ACCOUNT AREA OR BY CONTACTING US USING THE DETAILS ON OUR PRIVACY POLICY.

Top, 

£17.99

Dress, 

£24.99

Top, £12.99

Dungarees, 

£29.99

Skirt, 

£22.99
Clutch, £17.99

Shoes, 

£19.99

Top, 

£12.99

Dress, 

£22.99

Jacket, 

£29.99
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why we   miranda 
kerr’s look ..

Miranda adds a pop of 
colour and class to her 

casual outfit with  
a simple pair of 

non-killer heels.

1  STA R T  W I T H  A  C OAT

shopper
p e r s o n a l

2 A D D A B AG

Pull & Bear, £45.99 Zalando, £38 Missy Empire, £35

4 A N D S O M E H E E L S

Missy Empire, £28 Zalando, £19 Mango, £19.99

Skinnydip, £35 ASOS, £28 Mango, £35.99

Miss Pap, £25 River Island, £42 Topshop, £42

F A S H I O N
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Pink = perfect 

for summer

Go full 

rock chic



all
products

avaILable at
boots

C
annes Film Festival

might officially be

about the movies,

but we’re actually

more obsessed with all

the gorgeous make-up and

skincare inspiration that has

made it from the swanky

A-list parties all the way to

Shoreditch. We headed out

in east London and spotted

an abundance of gleaming

complexions and subtle

tans. Fancy trying the trend,

but not quite sure what’s

right for the look you want?

Head to your local Boots,

where beauty advisors will

help you choose the right

product for you. Whether

you’re taking advantage of

new self-tan innovations or

want to know how best to

prep your skin for summer

– they’ve got it all!

SI
EN

N
A

M
IL
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R

Fancy getting your skin prepped at a lux 

Sienna Miller s
gorgeous glow
Cannes is all about the 
glow. Think a natural, 
just-stepped-off-a-
yacht feel, rather than 
two weeks in Barbados.

1 
Bronzer is key . 
Swirl your brush 
into your bronzer 

then blow off the 
excess and draw  
a three on each side 
of your face, taking in 
forehead, cheeks, and 
under your chin. Then 
dust what’s left across 
your nose and eyelids.

2  
If you rely on 
your trusty YSL
Touche Eclat for

under your eyes, it’s 
time to put it to another
use as your highlighter.
Sweep it over the tops
of your cheekbones,  
a little above your 
Cupid’s bow and a tiny
bit on the inner corner
of your eyes.

3
Don’t forget to  
oil up your body 
if you’re showing

skin in a slinky gown.

CANNES TREND

Beau ty hunter
F R O M  S H O R E D I T C H  T O  T H E  C A N N E S  R E D  C A R P E T ,  W E ’ V E  F O U N D  T H E 
I N S P O  T O  B R I N G  A  L I T T L E  O O H  L A  L A  I N T O  Y O U R  D A I L Y  B E A U T Y  R E G I M E 

BLUSH

Look sunkissed in  
just a single sweep. 

Benefit Hoola Bronzer, £23.50 

SPARKLE

Apply liberally
to exposed skin.

No7 Beautiful Skin Shim
Body Oil 100ml, £12

SECRET

WEAPON

Use as a hand
highlighter.

Yves Saint
Laurent Touche
Eclat Radiant
Touch, £25
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HOLIDAY 
DREAM TV
shakespeare  
gets sexy P76

A-HA!
a brand-new
alan partridge
special  

P96

THE SOAP
AWARDS
our guide to
the runners  
and riders P86
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CHANGING
GEAR

AT LAST! THE ALL-NEW REBOOT 
OF TOP GEAR ARRIVES P94

Coming up in Playlist...
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heat playlist

The week’s BIG entertainment stories

news

Wecangivehima

spankforbeing

naughty…
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NEW 
BOND 
BATTLE

Onebookmakerhas
announcedthey’ve
suspendingbetting
onthecastingof the
newJamesBond
afteraflurryof big ones
wereplacedonTom
Hiddleston.Butheat
understandsthat
nothinghasyetbeen
decidedand,infact,
therearetwostarsin

theframe Hiddleston
andPoldark’sAidan
Turner.Lastweek,
DanielCraigdeclared
thathewillnever do
anotherBondfilm,soit
can’tbelongbeforehis
successorisannounced.
Youcanstillplacebets
withmostbookies,
andHiddlestonand
Turnerareclosefaves.

Will it be poldark or the night 
manager? place your bets now

JON SNOW 
IS ABOVE 
THE LAW

No sooner have they crowned 

the proper MasterChef, than 

hosts John Torode and Gregg 

Wallace have lined up a big batch 

of famouses to take part in the 

new Celebrity MasterChef 

series. Among those competing 

are Sinitta, Sid “Rickaaay” 

Owen, Blue’s Simon Webbe, 

Sugababe Amelle Berrabah, 

Amy Childs and actresses Tina 

Malone and Laila Morse. It all 

kicks off on BBC1 in early June.

TASTY 
NEW 
MASTER 
CHEFS

Turns out Jon Snow actually 
knows everything, including how 
to dodge the heavy hand of the  
law. Kit Harington was caught 
speeding before the new series of 
Game Of Thrones aired, but was 
lucky to be apprehended by a huge 
fan of the show. “You can either 
follow me back to the police station 
now and I book you in, or you can 
tell me if you live in the next series 
of Game Of Thrones,” asked the 
policeman. When Kit revealed  
the answer, he was greeted with  
a breezy, “On your way, Lord 
Commander – keep the speed 
down this far south of the wall.”G
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“Just call me 

Sin-eat-ta”

“I’mofffor

aDomino’s”

“Who bets  

I can fit this 

whole mic  

in my gob?”

Double-O 

Heaven
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“Am I too 

late to be 

in the 

race for 

Bond?”

Last week it was announced that 
Lady Gaga was going to play Cilla 
Black in a biopic about rival singer 
Dionne Warwick. Warwick herself 
confirmed the news at a Cannes 
press conference, but within hours, 

Gaga’s people denied she’d 
signed up. After that, Warwick 
still insisted to Variety mag that 
Gaga would be in the film and, 
as we went to press, Gaga had 

yet to confirm or deny. Confusing, 
but we pray it happens.

IS GAGA 
ACTUALLY 
BEING 
CILLA?

Splendidnewsaboundsthisweek,

aswordreachesusthatWentworth

Miller’stattoo-top-wearing

characterMichaelSchofieldis

notactuallydead,butverymuch

alive.Whenthelastseasonof

PrisonBreak endedbackin2009,

wewereallhoodwinkedinto

believinghewasagoner.But,

accordingtothetrailerfor

thenewseries,he’saliveand

(questionably)well,currently

residinginaprisoninMorocco.

PRISON
BREAK –
MICHAEL’S
NOTDEAD!

SOPHIE 
TURNER: 
QUITE 

NORMAL
She may be a big star of Games 
Of Thrones and X-Men fame, 
but Sophie Turner is just  
a normal girl at heart. She  
told ASOS mag that she’s 
given Tinder a go (albeit for 
just two days), that her ideal 
date night would be watching 
Anchorman with a Domino’s, 
and that she “used to eat  
gravy granules with a spoon 
watching Fresh Meat”. OK, 
normal is pushing it now.
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S
hakespeare classic

A Midsummer

Night’s Dream

has been adapted

by Doctor Who

revivalist Russell T

Davies for a deliciously sexy

feature length programme

for the BBC and the cast

list reads like a who’s who in

British acting. heat caught up

with Matt Lucas, who plays

Bottom, to find out more…

How did you get involved

in this new version

of A Midsummer

Night’s Dream?

I was at home in LA and

I was asked to put myself on

camera for it. I practised,

recorded myself, and then

eventually I got the role.

I was filming Doctor Who in

Cardiff when I got the news,

and I said, “Ooh great, where

does it film?” And they said,

“In Cardiff.” I ended up

filming it pretty much

on the Doctor Who set.

Did you have any qualms

about attempting such

an iconic role as Bottom?

Well, I was definitely aware

that I was doing a role that

people have a strong

“I’dlike to 
see Scotty T 

 
T H E  S T A R  T E L L S  B O Y D  H I L T O N  A B O U T  H I S 

R O L E  I N  A  M I D S U M M E R  N I G H T ’ S  D R E A M

connection to. And some real 

comic giants have played the role

– Ronnie Barker, Benny Hill  

did it on telly, Frankie Howerd,

and David [Walliams] obviously

played it to great acclaim on stage.

What’s special about  

Russell T Davies’ adaptation?

Russell has brought his own ideas

to it – it’s got a very multicultural

feel, the characters’ sexuality feels

more contemporary and, while

I don’t want to give anything away, 

it is a bit gay, here and there. But  

not completely gay. But a bit gay.

Is it more adult?

Not really. Although I think it’s  

darker than usual. It’s considered  

to be one of Shakespeare’s lightest, 

funniest, fluffiest pieces, but 

Russell has set this version in the 

’50s in a period of austerity, so 

there’s a real sense of haves and 

have nots. It’s very much his take. 

It’s a great advert for the BBC that 

they’re putting it out on BBC1 

prime time. There aren’t many 

broadcasters who would do that 

with Shakespeare. In fact, let’s  

face it, there’s only one. 

Are you a Shakespeare 

aficionado – did you  

know the play already?

I did know it. David Walliams –  

who you may remember from when 

you were little – and I went to see  

a production of it about 20 years

ago at the National Theatre, and it

was done with a lot of water and 

mud, and they gave us ponchos to 

wear. I think Timothy Spall was 

Bottom. I remember enjoying  

it a lot. I quite like Shakespeare. 

He’s alright, isn’t he, The Bard? 

If there’s a new production  

of Hamlet or whatever, would 

you go and seek it out?

Yeah… [Thinks.] But who would  

I like to see doing Hamlet? Jeff 

Brazier. And I’d like to see [Geordie 

Shore’s] Scotty T in Macbeth. 

Did you bond with any 

particular cast members?

Yes, I bonded with Richard Wilson. 

In fact, we got on so well we ended 

up going to Vegas together to see 

some shows. It was a pleasure.  

He’s a Man United fan, so that was

the only downside. And Bernard

Cribbins [who plays Snout] was

great: more energy than the rest

of us put together, and he’s 87. �

MATT LUCAS:

“Who wants  

a Bottom 

cuddle?”

NEW A Midsummer Night’s Dream, bbc1, Bank Holiday Monday, 9pm ++++
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Matt makes an  

ass of himself  

after Bottom’s 

transformation
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C A S T 
G U I D E

Maxine 
Peake 
as Titania
Angry Queen of the 

Fairies and unhappy 

wife of Oberon.

PREVIOUSLY SEEN IN: 

Silk, The Village, 

Room At The Top.

John 
Hannah 
as Theseus
The Duke of Athens, 

who’s getting 

married to Amazon 

Queen Hippolyta.

PREVIOUSLY SEEN IN: 

The Mummy, Sliding 

Doors, A Touch Of Cloth.

Eleanor 
Matsuura  
as Hippolyta
Queen of the 

Amazons and 

betrothed  

to Theseus.

PREVIOUSLY SEEN IN: 

Spooks, Cuffs. 

Hiran 
Abeysekera  
as Puck
AKA Robin 

Goodfellow, a fairy 

who serves Oberon.

PREVIOUSLY SEEN IN: 

Lion In The Tent,  

a film about a young 

Michael Jackson fan.

Elaine Paige 
as Mistress 
Quince
Jolly star of the 

“Mechanicals”,  

a company of actors.

PREVIOUSLY SEEN IN: 

Every stage musical 

ever, from Sweeney 

Todd to The King & I.

Richard 
Wilson 
as Starveling
A tailor and member 

of the thespian team 

performing at 

Theseus’ wedding.

PREVIOUSLY SEEN IN: 

One Foot In The Grave 

and Merlin.



STARRING: MiaWasikowska,

JohnnyDepp,Sacha Baron

Cohen,HelenaBonham Carter

DIRECTOR: James Bobin

(CERT PG, 113 MINUTES)

THE PLOT:When Alice

(Wasikowska) slips through

a mirror into Underland, she

discovers her friends are all in

a tizzy over the current blue mood

of the Hatter (Depp). Now on

a mission to travel back into the

past to save Hatter’s family, Alice

borrows a device from Time (Baron

Cohen) himself a gizmo that

the Red Queen (Bonham Carter)

is seeking for a different reason.

WHAT’S RIGHT WITH IT?In

a meticulously crafted sequel to

Disney’s Tim Burton-directed Alice

In Wonderland, the parental-loss

storyline affords Depp the chance to 

deliver a performance in a different 

register. There’s more emotional

depth, too, for the Red Queen,

seeking to right a childhood injustice.

WHAT’S WRONG WITH IT? Although

the actual Lewis Carroll source

material wouldn’t have made for

a terribly compelling movie plot

either, what’s offered here instead

soon gets bogged down in rather

soggy time travel mechanics.

What’s more, these eventually

turn out to be rather irrelevant

to the outcome. Anne Hathaway,

as the White Queen, remains

saddled with her dull role, while

Time’s army of little helpers, not

so originally, fuse various Star

Wars robots with the Minions.

VERDICT: There’s just enough

charm and imagination here to

satisfy fans returning for second

helpings, but if this matches the gross

of  the first film, we’ll eat Johnny 

Depp’s hat. ��� CHARLES GANT
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EdSpeleers

ALICE THROUGH 
THE LOOKING GLASS

WHO?The Chichester-

born 28 year old played 

footman Jimmy Kent  

in Downton Abbey.

NOW:  The sympathetic 

– and attractive – right-hand 

man of Alice’s real-world 

nemesis in Alice Through 

The Looking Glass. 

CASTING COUP: 

Won the title role  

of 2006’s action 

fantasy Eragon after  

 ssive casting 

, while still  

 hool  

"I think I want 

to steal Kate 

Beckinsale's hat"f ilms
heat playlis

Charles Gant on this  week’s new releases

EYE CANDY ALERT!

REMEMBER  
ME FROM 

DOWNTON?



STARRING:KateBeckinsale,

XavierSamuel,MorfyddClark

DIRECTOR:WhitStillman

(CERT U, 93 MINUTES)

THE PLOT: Adapted from early

Jane Austen novella Lady Susan,

this surprisingly naughty comedy

of manners sees a masterfully

cunning widow (Beckinsale)

try to marry her poor teenage

daughter (Clark) off to a rich

nincompoop, while snagging

a handsome young bachelor

(Samuel) for herself.

WHAT’S RIGHT WITH IT? Adapted 

and directed by US indie veteran 

Stillman (Last Days Of Disco, 

which also starred Beckinsale),  

it’s a perfect blend of style and 

material, elevated by a never-better 

Kate and a hilarious Tom Bennett 

as the silliest man in England.

WHAT’S WRONG WITH IT?  

Austen purists may protest.

VERDICT: It’s so wittily 

entertaining, you only wonder  

why Lady Susan was never  

adapted for the screen before. 

����� CHARLES GANT
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STARRING:George Clooney,

JuliaRoberts,Jack O’Connell

DIRECTOR:JodieFoster

(CERT 15, 99 MINUTES)

THE PLOT: A live TV show hosted

by a slick financial guru (Clooney)

takes a dark turn when it’s invaded

by angry investor Kyle (O’Connell),

waving a gun. Producer Patty

(Roberts) must keep a cool head.

WHAT’S RIGHT WITH IT? Although

they barely share the screen he’s

in the studio, she’s in the control

booth Roberts and Clooney

create a strong energy. Best

of all is the pregnant girlfriend

of Kyle (Emily Meade), wheeled in

to try to talk some sense into him.

WHAT’S WRONG WITH IT?

The depiction of financial

wrongdoing feels naive and

clumsy, not helped by a cartoonish

Dominic West as the duplicitous

boss of a high frequency trading

investment fund.

VERDICT: Despite Clooney’s

name in the producer credits,

this zeitgeist thriller isn’t as smart

as it thinks it is.��� CHARLES GANT

Shakeyour

moneymaker,

George

MONEY MONSTER LOVE & FRIENDSHIP

“Eyes off the 

millinery, Depp”

CANNES FILM FESTIVAL 2016
THE PALME D’OR AND OFFICIAL PRIZES WERE HANDED OUT 

ON SUNDAY. HEAT PRESENTS ITS OWN AWARDS...

SASHA LANE

Total newcomer Sasha 

wowed Cannes with her turn 

as a spirited white-trash 

teen in American Honey.

LILY-ROSE DEPP AND SOKO

Lily-Rose is beautiful, but 

her co-star, French singer 

Soko, stole the show in 

period tale The Dancer.

HAYLEY SQUIRES

The British actress is 

heartbreaking as a single 

mum in Ken Loach's angry 

human drama I, Daniel Blake.

BREAKTHROUGH 

STARS 2016

TREND OF

THE FESTIVAL:

CANNIBALISM

Eating of  human flesh

featured in several

movies, notably

Drive director Nicolas

Winding Refn’s

Neon Demon, about

cannibal supermodels.

Even family friendly

The BFG featured

giants that ate kids.

FOOD ITEM

OF THE FESTIVAL

No, not at the  

parties,  but in a film. 

Acclaimed German 

comedy Toni 

Erdmann saw its 

heroine (played by 

Sandra Hüller, above) 

scoff  a petit four on  

to which her boyfriend 

had just deposited his 

seed. Er, yum?

HEADLINE OF

THE FESTIVAL

Stay Vertical, from the 

director of erotic gay 

hit Stranger By The 

Lake, featured the 

following front-page 

newspaper story, 

describing an event 

depicted in the film: 

“He Sodomised Then 

Euthanised Old Man 

In Front Of  His Baby.”

COMEBACK

OF THE FESTIVAL

Former child star Shia 

LaBeouf  has become 

more famous lately  

for odd behaviour like 

wearing a paper bag on 

his head. So it’s great  

to see him deliver the 

goods in the brilliant 

American Honey, from 

Brit director Andrea 

Arnold (Fish Tank).
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Stylish trends

Real gardens

Simple ideas ONSALE NOW!

MAGAZINE

www.moderngardensmagazine.com



music
heat playlist

You’veworkedwitheveryone:

Beyoncé,EllieGoulding,

TaylorSwift,DemiLovato…

who’sbecomeafriend?

Ellie is probably the one I talk

to the most. Ed Sheeran I would

actually count as a friend. And

then there’s Adele. [We] don’t

see each other that often, but

when we do, we get on like we’ve

known each other for forever.

Wewantedtoaskyouabout

herlaugh...

[It’s] the best thing in the world!

Canyoudoit?

[Cackles exactly like Adele.]

ItwaslikeAdelewashere!

She’s one of my favourite

people in the world. She’s the

only artist I’ve ever met that

shows up, like, 20 minutes early

to a studio, which is mind-

blowing for me, because

I’m consistently 15 minutes

late for everything.

Doyougetmobbed?

I get stopped and I’m OK with

that. Beyond that, it can get a bit

intense. If I go around dressed

a certain way, I’m going to get

stopped at restaurants, [asked

for] photos or, in London,

I’ll occasionally get papped…

Andyoumightbe

wearingfeathers...

[Puts on British accent.]

Feathers, chunky heels and

strappy bracelets! I’ll be done

touring the day I can’t walk out

in London and go to the coffee

shop I like, or go for a run, or go

to Selfridges and buy overpriced

goods. I can’t imagine being

like [Justin] Bieber, [cameras]

everywhere you go… not to

mention you have to look good

all the time. What a drag.�

OneRepublic’s single

Wherever I Go is out now

HEAT RADIO’S SARAH POWELL CHATS
TO ONEREPUBLIC FRONTMAN RYAN TEDDER 

“ADELE’S  
ONE OF MY 
FAVOURITE 

PEOPLE”
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LISTENTOSARAHPOWELL ON HEAT RADIO EVERY 
WEEKDAYFROM4PM– ON DAB DIGITAL RADIO, 
FREEVIEW716,ONLINE AT HEATWORLD.COM  

OR VIA THE FREE HEAT RADIO APP

The concept: Justin 

really loves his food 

and isn’t afraid to 

show it. 

A: 2m 36secs 

Banana microphone, 

food LOLs 101.

B: 2m 53secs 

Impromptu cutlery  

percussion sesh.

C: 3m Snack break.

D: 3m 52secs Goes

the whole hog and

does a big shop.

Verdict: JT is every

one of us. Ergo, food 

is a wonderful 

celebrity/non-

celebrity leveller  

for our time.

PopVideo 
Analysed

JUS T IN T IMBERL A K E CA N’ T S T OP T HE F EEL ING

C D

BA

Adele: best 

laugh ever



Subscribe today  
& benefit from:
O Welcome gift, worth £32.90
O Never missing an issue
O Free delivery to your door or free  
download to your digital device

L
ooking for a summer glow?

You’ll love NKD SKN.

Designed for all skin tones,

the tan formulas are infused 

with organic extracts that 

hydrate, condition and nourish 

skin. It also dries instantly, so you 

can get dressed straight after 

applying. Plus, it’s completely 

odour free, gives a natural  

glow for up to seven days  

and fades back to nothing 

for the most realistic 

tanning experience. 

The Tinted Tanned 

Mousse glides over 

skin, giving a stunning tan that’s 

odourless and fades without 

patching. Plus, the reusable mitt 

is so soft, you can use it on your 

face as well as your body. If get  

up and go is more your thing, 

apply Pre-Shower Tan like a body 

lotion ten minutes before your 

shower. The self-tan will work 

over four-eight hours, developing 

a natural-looking glow, while 

organic extracts leave skin feeling 

smooth, soft and hydrated.

Subscribe to heat & get
NKD SKN Pre Shower Tan, 
Self-Tan Mousse and Mitt

GIFT  
WORTH 
£32.90

PRINT:  
6 MONTHLY DIRECT
DEBIT: 26 ISSUES –
£33.50, PLUS GIFT
Annual direct debit: 51 issues
– £67, plus gift. Or pay £75 an
get 51 issues when you pay by
credit/debit card or PayPal

CHOOSE FROM 3 OPTIONS:

PRINT & DIGITAL:
6 MONTHLY DIRECT
DEBIT: 26 ISSUES –
£38.50, PLUS GIFT
Annual direct debit: 51 issues
– £77, plus gift. Or pay £85 and
get 51 issues when you pay by
credit/debit card or PayPal

BEST- 
VALUE
 OFFER

DIGITAL:  
6 MONTHLY DIRECT 
DEBIT: 26 ISSUES – 
£24.50, PLUS GIFT 
Annual direct debit: 51 issues 
– £49, plus gift. Or pay £49 
and get 51 issues when you pay 
by credit/debit card or PayPa

Visit www.greatmagazines.co.uk/heat
Call the hotline now on 01858 438 884 (quote ECAA) 
TERMS & CONDITIONS: SUBSCRIPTIONS WILL START WITH THE NEXT AVAILABLE ISSUE. THE MINIMUM TERM IS 51 ISSUES (1 YEAR). AFTER YOUR FIRST 51 ISSUES YOUR SUBSCRIPTION WILL BE CONTINUED AT THIS OFFER 
PRICE, EVERY 51 ISSUES THEREAFTER UNLESS YOU ARE NOTIFIED OTHERWISE. YOU WILL NOT RECEIVE A RENEWAL REMINDER AND THE DIRECT DEBIT PAYMENTS WILL CONTINUE TO BE TAKEN UNLESS YOU TELL US 
OTHERWISE. THIS OFFER CLOSES ON 6 JUNE 2016. GIFTS ARE AVAILABLE TO UK SUBSCRIBERS ONLY. GIFTS ARE LIMITED TO 250 UNITS. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REPLACE THE GIFT WITH ONE OF SIMILAR TYPE AND 
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1 THE NEST
CYNTHIA D’APRIX

SWEENEY 

(THE BOROUGH PRESS,£12.99)

This darkly funnynovel is

a huge US hit. �����

2  AFTER THE LIE
KERRY FISHER

(BOOKOUTURE, £7.99)

Intriguing drama about

a family torn apartby

a single fib. �����

3 KNICKERS

MODEL’S OWN

CAROLINE JONES

( MICHAEL ENGLISH, £20)

The book version ofthe

blog that raised £57kfor

Cancer Research. ����

4 THE LIAR
NORA ROBERTS

(PIATKUS, £7.99)

Gloriously addictivethrill

ride of a novel. ����

5 THE TRAP
MELANIE RAABE

(MANTLE, £12.99)

An author tracksher

sister’s killer. ���

reads
TOP OF  
THE LAKE
LOSE YOURSELF IN THIS 
BRILLIANTLY ATMOSPHERIC 
MYSTERY-THRILLER
The Lake House
Kate Morton (pan, £7.99)

Fans of  Kate Morton’s sweeping, epic 

books won’t be disappointed with her 

latest monumental novel, because it’s  

up there with her best. One evening  

in 1933, baby Theo goes missing from  

a grand mansion  in Cornwall – The Lake 

House – and is never seen again. Seventy 

years later,  policewoman Sadie Sparrow, 

who’s on leave from her job after messing 

up a case, stumbles upon the house,  

now decaying and abandoned, and  

sets out to solve the mystery of  Theo’s 

disappearance. This leads her to visit 

Theo’s older sister Eleanor, a famous 

detective novelist in her eighties, who’s  

the feistiest fictional OAP we’ve ever 

encountered. As the novel seamlesly 

sweeps backwards and forwards  

over seven decades, the story slowly  

and tantalisingly unfolds. Beautifully 

atmospheric, lush and multi-layered, The 

Lake House demands your full attention 

– especially as who’s telling their version  

of events keeps changing. But it’s worth 

every  minute of your time, because this  

is truly one of the most engrossing and 

enthralling books we’ve read for quite 

some time. ����� JULIE EMERY

OUR TOP FIVE

Edited by
Isabelle Broom
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n a nutshell:

Liverpool-born children’s 

party entertainer Jess has 

always wanted to become  

a star. So, when she meets 

hot record producer Jack 

between rounds of pass  

the parcel and he invites  

her to London, she can’t 

wait to embark on her path 

to superstardom. But, as 

Jess is about to discover, 

becoming a household 

name isn’t easy. Is she really 

prepared to compromise 

who she is in a bid to get the 

life she’s always wanted?

What’s right with it?

If you’re rolling your eyes  

at the similarities between 

Jess and Abbey, then don’t, 

because this book is a very 

well-written, fun, feisty  

yarn. Clearly Abbey has 

been to her fair share of 

celebrity parties over the 

years, and she shares lots  

of them here with often 

hilarious results. Jess is  

a likeable character that 

you’ll root for and, while  

the plot might be a tad 

far-fetched, it’s one hell

of an enjoyable romp.

What’s wrong with it?

If we’re being picky, then 

we’d have liked the romantic 

side of Jess’ story to be 

ramped up a notch or two.

Verdict: An entertaining 

and sweetly enjoyable slice 

of unashamed fun. Buy it 

now and devour it on your  

summer hols.

����  

ISABELLE BROOM

Remember  

My Name

Abbey Clancy 

(MIRA, £9.99)

Remember My Name 
Abbey Clancy

s t a r  s t o r i e s

go me!
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Let’s invite ourselves round to 

ex-MasterChef winner Ping Coombes’  

house for a real taste of Malaysia…

1
Rub the chicken thighs with salt and set aside  

for at least 20 minutes at room temperature.

2
Place the chicken in a saucepan and cover with the 

water and salt. Add the lemongrass, bring to a 

simmer and poach over a low heat for 15–20 minutes. 

Remove the chicken and set aside to cool, then cut the 

meat into strips, discarding the skin. Poach the prawns 

for two to three minutes in the same poaching liquid. 

Once they are cooked, remove them with a slotted spoon 

and set aside. You can use the poaching liquid to make the 

laksa broth – just top it up with water until it reaches 1.2 

litres and discard the lemongrass stalk.

3
Bring the water, laksa paste, coconut milk, chicken 

stock powder and salt to the boil. Add the bean curd 

puff and simmer for five minutes, then remove from the 

heat, taste and add salt if necessary.

4
Place the rice vermicelli and bean sprouts in  

a heatproof bowl, cover with boiling water and  

leave to soak for five minutes, then add the fresh yellow 

noodles to the hot water and leave them for three 

minutes. Drain the vermicelli, bean sprouts and noodles 

and divide them between four serving bowls.

5
Arrange slices of chicken, prawns, a few mint  

leaves and the halved eggs on top of the noodles.

6
Strain the laksa broth through a fine sieve into a bowl 

or jug and remove the bean curd puffs. Place three 

slices of puff on top of each bowl of noodles. Make sure 

that the broth is still piping hot (heat it again  

if it’s not) and pour it  over the noodles.

Serve with lime wedges, shrimp chilli oil

and a sprinkling of crispy shallots.

Malaysia by Ping Coombes (Orion £12.99)

SERVES 4

INGREDIENTS 

1.2 litres water
1 quantity of laksa paste 
250ml coconut milk
1tbsp chicken  
stock powder
1tbsp of salt
6 pieces of bean curd 
puff, cut in half
100g dried rice 
vermicelli
50g bean sprouts
400g packet of fresh 
yellow noodles
FOR THE CHICKEN  

AND PRAWNS

2 boneless chicken 
highs, skin on
/4tsp salt
50ml water
/2 lemongrass  
talk, bashed
00g raw tiger prawns, 

helled 
OR THE GARNISH

 bunch of mint leaves
 medium free-range 
ggs, soft boiled  
r hard boiled,  
eeled and halved

4 lime wedges
4tsp shrimp 
chilli oil 
Crispy shallots, to serve

WHATDO
YOU NEED?

NYONYA 
CURRY 
LAKSA

Watch!
Miso Hungry
Documentary  
Available to stream  
on iTunes from £3.49 
Comedian Craig 

Anderson swaps his

junk food-laden dietfor

nothing but traditional

Japanese cooking for

12 weeks in a bid to shed

a few pounds. It’s no

secret that the Japanese

live the longest, 

healthiest lives in the 

developed world, but is  

itaseasyasswapping  

aburgerforbowl of 

natto? Of course not – 

that’s why it’s so funny. 

MaryBerry
puddings
Available@Tesco,Ocado
andWaitrose,£3.50each
The Queen of puddings

has launched herown

dessert range. About 

recipes,thesedelicious

pudsaredesignedfor

sharing,sograbaspoon

and get stuck in. C
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Go!

Buy!

Malton Food 
Lover’s Festival 
Malton, Yorkshire,  
28-29 May  
The Yorkshire market 

town of Malton is hosting 

its eighth annual food 

festival. So, if you find 

yourself up North, fill 

up on local grub and 

give TV chef Rosemary 

Shrager a  wave. 

Exclusive  
Olive & Orange  
Orla Kiely 
picnic range 
Available @ Halfords 
Fed up with getting 

grass stains on your 

bum and drinking tepid 

beer? Well, no more – 

Orla Kiely’s new picnic 

range will see you dining 

alfresco in fine style. 

Edited by
Corrie Heale

Eat!

Picnic 

Rugs, £25 each

Cooler 

Bag, 

£20

Belgian Chocolate 

Brownie Pudding

Luxury Summer 

Fruit Pudding
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The British Soap Aw
Who will triumph?

Scene Of The Year
NOMINEES:
Callum’s Death (Corrie); Valerie Leaves 
Barry At The Altar (Doctors); Mick And 
Linda Finally Get Married (’Enders);  
Val’s Death (Emmerdale); Nico Kills 
Patrick (Hollyoaks)

WHO GETS OUR VOTE: The sight of  
baddie Callum getting his comeuppance 
live on the cobbles was spectacular.

Best Single Episode
NOMINEES:
Live Episode (Corrie); The Heart Of 
England (Doctors); Shabnam’s Stillbirth 
(’Enders);  Aftermath Of  Village Hall 
Explosion (Emmerdale); Patrick Blake’s 
Right To Die Decision (Hollyoaks)

WHO GETS OUR VOTE: 
Our head says Corrie’s epic live endeavour, 
but our heart says Shabnam’s stillbirth 
storyline. It was beautifully written and 
acted, and utterly heartbreaking. 

Best FEMale  
Dramatic  
Performance

NOMINEES:
Tina O’Brien (Sarah 
Platt, Corrie);  Sarah 
Moyle (Valerie Pitman, 
Doctors);  Lacey  
Turner (Stacey 
Branning, ’Enders); 
Charlotte Bellamy 
(Laurel Thomas, 
Emmerdale); Zöe 
Lucker (Reenie 
McQueen, Hollyoaks)

WHO GETS OUR VOTE: 
Charlotte Bellamy  
and Zöe Lucker have  
both done great things 
this year, but Lacey’s 
portrayal of Stacey 
suffering postpartum 
psychosis was just 
extraordinary. 

NEW The British Soap Awards 2016, ITV, sunday, 8pm ++++

Villain Of The Year 
NOMINEES:
Connor McIntyre  (Pat Phelan, Corrie); 
Adam Astill (Anthony Harker, Doctors); 
Ellen Thomas (Claudette Hubbard, 
’Enders); Ryan Hawley (Robert Sugden, 
Emmerdale);  Sophie Austin  (Lindsey 
Roscoe, Hollyoaks)

WHO GETS OUR VOTE: Coronation  
Street’s resident scumbag Pat Phelan’s  
a master of manipulation and intimidation 
and constantly leaves us unnerved, so  
it’s Connor McIntyre all the way for  
this particular accolade.
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Awards 2016:

Best storyline
NOMINEES:
Callum’s Reign Of Terror & Sarah’s Baby 
(Corrie); Treehouse (Doctors); Stacey’s 
Postpartum Psychosis  (’Enders); Aaron’s 
Abuse (Emmerdale); The McQueens’ 
Cycle Of Abuse (Hollyoaks)

WHO GETS OUR VOTE: The Hollyoaks’  
abuse storyline was sensitively told and 
featured many brave performances.

Best On-Screen Partnership
NOMINEES:
Sally Dynevor & Joe Duttine (Sally & Tim 
Metcalfe, Corrie); Dido Miles & Ian Kelsey  
(Dr Emma Reid & Howard Bellamy, Doctors); 
Danny Dyer & Kellie Bright (Mick & Linda  
Carter, ’Enders); Danny Miller & Ryan Hawley 
(Aaron Livesy & Robert Sugden, Emmerdale);  
Ashley Taylor Dawson & Jessica Fox  
(Darren & Nancy Osborne, Hollyoaks)

WHO GETS OUR VOTE: It’s always Mick and Linda 
Carter for us, so fingers crossed Danny and Kellie 
waltz off with the award.

Best Male Dramatic
Performance

NOMINEES:
JackPShepherd(DavidPlatt,Corrie);
AdrianLewisMorgan(DrJimmiClay,Doctors);
SteveMcFadden(PhilMitchell,’Enders);
DannyMiller(AaronLivesy,Emmerdale)

WHO GETS OUR VOTE: Steve McFadden deserves
a medal for giving good drunk, but Danny Miller’s
highly emotive performance as tortured soul Aaron
confronting his abuser steals the show.

NOMINEES:
PattiClare(MaryTaylor,Corrie);
SarahMoyle(ValeriePitman,
Doctors);TamekaEmpson(Kim
Fox-Hubbard,  ’Enders); Matthew 
Wolfenden (David Metcalfe, 
Emmerdale); Ross Adams  
(Scott Drinkwell, Hollyoaks)

WHO GETS OUR VOTE: Mary is one 
of the funniest characters in soap 
and that’s all down to Patti Clare’s 
funny bones and comedic timing.

Best COMEDY 
Performance

It’s the gong they all covet – but who 
will walk away a winner? Here are our 
soaptastic predictions for this year





DOWN WI
BOBBY

New couple alert?
We need some new love action

in Walford, so fingers crossed

Andy’s fish and chips move wins 

Roxy over. Plus, Lauren is angry 

Abi won’t help Max and drunk 

Donna tries it on with Kush. 

Fight! Fight! Fight!
Sonia sees Lisa trashing the shop 

and the pair have a huge bust-up. 

Later, Lisa tells Sonia she won’t stop 

tormenting her until she leaves

the village. Will Sonia give up that 

easily, and will Zack take her side?

Taking the Pierce
Nooo! Rhona needs to cease and

desist immediately, because getting

off with Pierce is wrong on so many 

levels. Meanwhile, Liv freaks out at 

Gordon’s funeral, and Cain confronts 

Dr Bailey – in front of his wife. Uh-oh.

Totes emosh
With the police making arrests, loose

cannon Sarah is on the edge. Not

good. David’s in the frame, but with 

Todd on Sarah’s case, will he wheedle 

the truth out of her? Elsewhere, 

loved-up Roy and Cathy get engaged. 

’Enders corrie emmerdale HOLLYOAKS

soapy bubbl
KAY’S

Alsothisweek…

R
emember when we thought

Bobby Beale was a cheeky

little scamp who bashed

his sister Lucy’s brains in

by accident? Well, how funny is

it that now it’s clear he’s actually

totally cracked and needs to be

locked up f-o-r-e-v-e-r?

This week’s “Hockey stick-gate”

has been truly shocking. The fact

that Bobby attacked Jane, leaving

her fighting for her life, just because

he’s upset he can’t go back to

boarding school is sickening.

But, let’s face it, the evidence of

Bobby being a devil child has been

stacking up for a while. The small

case of murder aside, in his 12

years on planet Walford, Bobby’s

pushed Jane down the stairs (yeah,

he really hates her), knocked

Cindy over and caused her to

graze her head (actual trauma),

Not-so-jolly

hockey

sticks

tried smashing up Max’s car up

with a brick and threatened Phil

with a golf club (not just a sign of

madness, but an obsession with

sports apparatus, too). Oh, and 

then there was that time he pulled 

off all the legs of Dennis’ pet spider 

like a PROPER  PSYCHOPATH. 

Next week, as Jane languishes  

in a hospital bed, the Beales 

anxiously wait to see if Bobby  

will be charged and Ian is torn. But 

why? His son has all the hallmarks 

of being the new Nasty Nick. Let’s  

just call him Bad Bobby.  And  

if Ian doesn’t do anything about  

it, he’s just as deluded as Dot. 

Forget boarding school – Bobby 

needs a one-way ticket to borstal.

THE ’ENDERS DEVIL 
CHILD NEEDS LOCKING UP

Send him 

packing, Ian!

Bobby pushes  

it too far

that kid is 
trouble!



Love lifts us up
beenleftparalysedafteranaccident.

Initiallyreluctanttobecheered

upbyhissparklynewcompanion’s

inexhaustibleenergyand,ahem,

eclecticfashionchoices, it isn’t

longbeforeWillbeginstowarmto

Lou,andsparksstarttoflybetween

thepair.But,asLouisabouttofind

out,sometimesfallinginloveis

justthefirstofmanybravethings

thatapersonmustdo…

Alreadybeinghailedasthe

romanticmovieeventof thesummer,

MeBeforeYou(12A)isanuplifting,

umissableandunforgettable love

storythat’ssimplyperfect foradate

nightwiththegirls.Whateveryoudo,

justdon’t forgettopackthetissues…

E
veryonceinawhile,a love

storycomesalongthat

capturesthecollected

heartsof thenation and

MeBeforeYouismost

definitelyoneofthem.

Ifyouclutchedyourchestswith

emotionaldelightatNottingHill,

sobbedintoyourhandbagover

TheNotebookandfeltyourheart

breakduringTheFaultInOur

Stars, thenpreparetodoall three

again,becauseMeBeforeYou

isascaptivatingasit is touching.

Thefilm,whichisadaptedfrom

theUKNo1bestsellingnovelbyJojo

Moyes,starsGameOfThrones’

EmiliaClarkeasLouClark,abubbly,

loveablegirlwithaheartofgold,

whotakesonthejobascarertoWill

Traynor(TheHungerGames’Sam

Claflin),awealthyyoungmanwho’s

Getreadyto

fall in lovewith

thispair

TISSUES AT THE READY – ME BEFORE YOU, THE ROMANTIC
MOVIE EVENT OF THE SUMMER HAS ARRIVED

p r o m o t i o n
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ME BEFORE YOU IS IN CINEMAS 3 JUNE
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Boyd-O-Vision

D
ramaendingsaretoughto

getright.Especially inthe

genreofcrimeandmurder

mystery,whenviewersare

expectingafirmresolution.We

wantthelooseendstobetiedup,

andmostofthetime,thewriters

ofsuchshowsknowtherules

andat leasttrytomeetthose

expectations.Althoughthere

isthefamousexampleofthe

AmericanversionofScandinoir

hitTheKilling,whichleftviewers

danglingattheendofseason

onewithoutrevealingthekiller’s

identity.Everyonewasfurious.

Therewasfuryalloveragainlast

weekabouttheendingofweighty

crimedramaUndercover

(BBC1/iPlayer).But inthiscase,

aTwitterstormdevelopednot

becausethestorywasn’tresolved,

butduetothemannerofthe

resolution.I’mall foradramatic

climactictwist,butthisonethrew

upnewmysteriesandleftmost

ofusinastateofbewilderment.

Withoutgivingawayspecifics

incaseyouplanonwatchingthe

wholethingoniPlayeroronthe

DVDboxset(outnow),all I’ll say

isthatthelast minuterevelation

suddenlyrevealedthatacharacter

haddonesomethingwenevereven

suspectedtheyhadanythingto

dowith.Thenthespecificdetails

of howandwhytheydiditwere

leftupintheair.

Itdidn’thelpthatthisparticular

finaleseemeddeterminedto

amassonecredulity stretching

plotdevelopmentafteranother.

SophieOkonedo’sMayajuggled

challengingtheUSSupreme

Courtoverthedeathpenalty

withsortingoutherhusband’s

decades longbetrayalofher,all

whiledrivingallovertheplace

asifherepilepsywasmerely

aconvenientnarrativedevice.

AndasforquitewhycopAdrian

Lesterhadstayedundercoverin

hisfamilyforsolong,andhowhis

handlershadbecomeall powerful

evilbeingscapableofdoing

anythingtocoveruptheirscheme,

I’mstillnotsurewhattothink.

LikeITV’sMarcella,whose

conclusionseemedtogodown

atadbetter, thingsareclearly

beingsetupforseriestwo.It

wouldjustbeniceif theending

toseriesonemadesensefirst.

ListentoBoydon

ThePlaylist,Sunday

10amonheatRadio

LISTENONDABDIGITALRADIO,FREEVIEW716,
HEATWORLD.COM/RADIOORTHEFREEHEATRADIOAPP

“Orangetotally

suitsyou”

“We’re still  

confused and  

we were in it”

WHEN
ENDINGS
GO BAD

heat’s Mr TV on what you should be watching  right now

OUR TV CRITIC ON THE 
PROBLEM OF DRAMA FINALES

TAXI:THE COMPLETE SERIES

One of the all-time classic US 

comedies, which made a star of 

Danny DeVito among others, is 

available in a gigantic box set of 

all 114 episodes across 17 discs. 

That’ll keep you busy bingeing. 

HINTERLAND SEASON 2

This Welsh detective drama 

series, shown recently on 

BBC4, is pretty much as good 

as most of those Scandinavian 

ones we love so much. 

Available in Welsh – and 

English – language versions.

SHAKESPEARE LIVE! 

FROMTHE RSC

In case you missed this unique 

extravaganza on BBC2 a few 

weeks ago, it features a glorious 

Hamlet sketch starring 

Benedict Cumberbatch, Judi 

Dench… and Prince Charles! 

BEST NEW

boxsets
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TheMusketeers BBC1,9.30pm

Yes, they’re back for a third series. So, what’s the secret

of The Musketeers appeal? We reckon it’s down to the

fact that hot men dressed in leather tend to appeal to

both sexes. As we join the lads, they’re divided. Aramis

(Santiago Cabrera) is moping aroundinamonastery,

while the others (Luke Pasqualino as D’Artagnan,

Howard Charles as Porthos and Tom Burke as Athos)

are in France preparing to fight Spain. Rupert Everett

plays the new enemy, Feron.���� JASONARNOPP

Britain’sGot Talent 
ITV,7.30pm

BGT has proven to be as 

reliable a TV juggernaut as 

ever this tenth series, with 

ratings of around 11million 

most weeks, a fine batch of 

eccentric/weird/camp/

actually quite good acts 

sourced from around the 

world, and by far the best 

judging panel on all of TV. 

Now the whole shebang 

comes to a close with the 

epic two-and-half-hour  

live finale, which makes it 

even longer than X-Men:

Apocalypse. But somehow

the assembled super-

heroes of hosts Ant & Dec,

Simon Cowell, David

Walliams, Alesha Dixon

and Amanda Holden and,

of course, the finalists

themselves will make sure

it passes in (almost) no

time. There will also be

some top-notch star guests

performing, too, although

we don’t know who they

are yet. As soon as viewers

crown their champion, turn

over to ITV2 for Stevie

Mulhern’s analysis on 

BGMT. Roll on series 11!

����� BOYD HILTON

MichaelMcIntyre’s 
BigShow
BBC1,7.00pm

It’s the last episode, but 

you can guarantee Michael 

will just keep on grinning. 

All Saints perform, an 

audience member gets  

a surprise when one of his 

most prized possessions 

goes on a trip, and the  

final edition of Send To  

All sees Michael going 

through Alex Jones’ 

phone. ���� JASON ARNOPP

Bang On The Money
ITV, 6.25pm

Rickie Haywood Williams

and Melvin Odoom host 

the game show where two 

groups of friends battle  

it out to win up to £40k. 

Tonight, Suits In The City 

from London – who, going 

on name only, sound a tad 

dislikeable (sorry if you 

know them or if it is, in  

fact, you) take on Team 

Samanda from The 

Wirral. ��� JEN CROTHERS

Pointless 
Celebrities
BBC1, 6.10pm 

Alexander Armstrong and 

Richard Osman welcome 

Helen Fraser and Victoria 

Alcock, who were in Bad 

Girls,  Roberta Taylor and 

Chris Ellison off The Bill, 

Arthur Bostrom and Mina 

Anwar (The Thin Blue 

Line) and Fake Britain’s 

Dominic Littlewood  

and Matt Allwright.  

��� LIAM WRIGHT

28 MAY

TV

?
Spoileralert: a 

bigpinkquestion 

markwon’t win

20162015

Collabro proved 

a hit with all  

the mums

2014
Jules O’Dwyer 

and Matisse  

won last year

NEW!

Shadow dancers 

Attraction were 

impressive

FINAL EP!

DON’T-
MISS  

TV

WHO WILL 

WIN?

2013
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TheDisappearance BBC4,9pm&10pm

Get excited – BBC4’s latest subtitled Saturday night double

bill has been dubbed “the French Broadchurch”. Disparue

(yes, we speak Français) follows the Morel family, whose

17-year-old daughter fails to come home after a night out.

Was she abducted? With a troubled detective and more

secrets than you can shake a stick at, this promises to be

as riveting as the original The Killing.���� LISAHOWELLS

Let’s Do It: A Tribute
To Victoria Wood
ITV, 10pm

Another chance to see the

outstanding documentary

about the life and career

of the genius writer, actor

and stand-up. Testimonies

come from friends such as

Julie Walters, Sir Lenny

Henry and David Threlfall,

and there are clips from her

shows, including some great

Acorn Antiques moments.

����� BOYD HILTON

NEW DRAMA

6pm

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

highlights
PEAK VIEWING

Red2
Channel4,9pm

Diverting star studded

action thriller sequel,

which reunites Bruce

Willis, Helen Mirren,

John Malkovich and

Brian Cox in their roles

as retired secret agents.

���LIAMWRIGHT

ThePrestige
BBC2,11pm

Beautifully made

mystery about rival

19th century magicians,

AlfredBorden(Christian

Bale) and Rupert Angier

(Hugh Jackman).

����BOYDHILTON

LISTENONDABDIGITALRADIO,
FREEVIEW716,HEATWORLD.COM/RADIO

ORVIATHEFREEHEATRADIOAPP

SHAMELESS
PLUG

PeterAndre
12noon-2PM

Pete’s got all the biggest 

and best tunes from the 

’80s, ’90s and ’00s, and 

he knows how to use them 

on his #reheat show.

JamieLaing
10AM-12noon

As well as some top music, 

get all the latest showbiz 

stories from the Laing 

(including things about  

him – he is also showbiz).

SATURDAY NIGHT MOVIES

6.05pm The Big Bang Theory 
e4  A six-episode marathon until 

9pm. Get snacks. 

6.10pm Pointless Celebrities 
bbc1 See preview, left.

6.25pm Bang On The Money ITV  

See preview, left.

7.00pm Michael McIntyre’s Big Show 

BBC1  See preview, left. 

7.30pm RHS Chelsea Flower Show 
2016 BBC2 Horticultural highlights from this 

year’s floral extravaganza.

7.30pm  Britain’s Got Talent itv  

See preview, left. 

7.50pm  The National 
Lottery: In It To Win It bbc1 

Dream overlord Dale Winton helps 

make contestants happy. 

8.00pm NCIS: Los Angeles CHannel5  

An ex-marine is suspected of murdering  

a businessman in Iraq.

8.30pm Dad’s Army bbc2 The train passes 

through Walmington-on-Sea. Fascinating. 

8.40pm  Casualty bbc1 Mac struggles to 

hide the toll his addiction is taking. 

9.00pm  The Secret Of Beethoven’s 
Fifth Symphony bbc2  Shh, don’t 

tell anyone. This is on a strictly 

need to know basis.

9.00pm FILM Red 2 channel4 

See preview, left. 

9.00pm NCIS CHannel 5  DiNozzo investigates 

a murder at the military academy he once 

attended. 

9.00pm The Disappearance bbc4  See 

preview, left. 

9.30pm The Musketeers bbC1 See 

preview, left. 

10.00pm Let’s Do It: A Tribute To 
Victoria Wood itv See preview, left. 

10.40pm Mumford & Sons At Radio 
1’s Big Weekend bbc4  Banjo-y 

waistcoated fodder for people who 

like that sort of thing.

11.00pm FILM The Prestige 
bbc2 See preview, left.

She’s got that

staring into

space lark nailed



TheBritishSoapAwards2016
ITV,8pm

Pip Schofield hosts the annual celebration of continuing

drama from London’s Hackney Empire. There are 15

awards up for grabs, voted for either by the public or

a panel of expert judges (including our very own Queen

of Soap, Kay Ribeiro). See our guide to the main 

contenders on page 86. ���� LIAM WRIGHT

NEW!

Soapus

up,Phil

Top Gear
BBC2, 8pm

The fortunes of the BBC’s

long-running car magazine 

show have become the stuff 

of soap opera, with stories 

about this new revamp 

flooding the press for 

months. So anticipation 

will be at fever pitch as we 

settle down to see how new 

presenters Chris Evans and 

Matt LeBlanc do, along 

with their team of co-hosts 

(see right). They’ve all been 

filming in nine countries 

and, in this first show, Chris 

takes something called  

the Dodge Viper ACR to 

Nevada to battle Sabine 

Schmitz in a Corvette Z06. 

Matt LeBlanc tackles 

wildest Morocco in 

Somerset’s finest off-

roader, the Ariel Nomad. 

And, less glamorously,  

Chris and Matt take a soggy 

road trip to Blackpool in  

a pair of roofless Reliant 

three-wheelers,  in a series 

of gruelling UK-vs-USA 

challenges. Studio guests 

are Jesse Eisenberg  

and Gordon Ramsay. 

���� BOYD HILTON
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Where Are They
Now? The Reunions
ITV, 7pm

This should be nostalgic

fun, as TV, film and pop

stars are brought back

together for a series of

emotional reunions. From

the stars of Baywatch, who

reunite on the beach where

it was filmed, to a comeback

for ’70s pop legends The

Bay City Rollers (above).

Plus, Musical Youth and

East 17. ��� BOYD HILTON

Channel 4  
Comedy Gala
Channel 4, 9pm

C4’s annual festival of 

stand-up, in aid of Great 

Ormond Street Hospital, 

returns for a seventh year  

at London’s O2 Arena. The 

ace line-up includes Alan 

Carr, Alex Brooker, Aisling 

Bea, Kevin Bridges, Rob 

Beckett (above), Kerri 

Godliman, Sean Lock,  

and musician Jake Bugg. 

���� BOYD HILTON

Yeti: Man, Myth 
Or Beast?
Channel 4, 8pm

The Yeti is Tibet’s Loch 

Ness Monster: a beast that 

probably doesn’t exist, but 

it’s fun to imagine it might. 

Scientist Mark Evans 

decides to get to the bottom 

of it, taking his mission so 

seriously that he employs 

DNA analysis. Frankly, if 

he’d found the Yeti we’d 

have heard by now, but 

still… ��� JASON ARNOPP 

NEW! NEW! NEW!

Rory Reid
Highly popular 

YouTube 
“petrolhead”.

Matt 
LeBlanc

He was Joey in 
Friends, you know.

SundayTV
29 MAY

Sabine 
Schmitz

World-record-
breaking German 

racing driver.

Chris 
Evans

Squeezed filming 
in between his 

Radio 2 show and 
the TFI revival.

NEW!
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Wallander
BBC1,9pm

Wallander and co discover

their 5,007th corpse:

a woman, half buried

in a swamp. Turns out

there was an intruder

at her home and her

teenage daughter’s missing.

While searching for her,

Wallander encounters

some rowdy bikers, but

thankfully a long lost love

turns up to distract him.

����JASONARNOPP

Coldplay At Radio 
1’s Big Weekender
BBC4, 9pm

Coldplay’s headline 

performance live from 

Radio 1’s Big Weekend in 

(hopefully) sunny Exeter. 

It’s also a homecoming  

gig for local boy Chris 

Martin. The band will be 

closing the final day of the 

two day event, and you  

can watch loads of other 

performances on the 

iPlayer. ��� LIAM WRIGHT

Love Island: We 
Know What You 
Did Last Summer
ITV2, 9.30pm

Ahead of the new series 

tomorrow, this special  

cunningly titled to echo  

the crap 1997 horror film  

takes us back to the events 

of the last series. We’ll  

be reminded of some  

of the most memorable 

moments and it’s also  

a useful recap of the format. 

��� LIAM WRIGHT

7pm

8pm

9pm

11pm

highlights
PEAK VIEWING

NEW!NEW!

7.00pm Where Are They Now? 
The Reunions  itv  

See preview, left. 

7.00pm Wild Things sky1 

Slightly mad game show hosted by 

Kate Humble and Jason Byrne.

8.00pm Antiques Roadshow BBC1 

More old things being flogged.  

8.00pm Top Gear  BBC2

See preview, left.  

8.00pm The British Soap Awards itv 

See preview, left.

8.00pm Yeti: Man, Myth Or Beast?
channel4 See preview, left.

8.00pm Duck Quacks Don’t Echo sky1

With Stephen Mangan, Sue Perkins and

Romesh Ranganathan.

9.00pm Wallander BBC1

See preview, left.

9.00pm Battle Of Jutland:
The Navy’s Bloodiest Day
bbc2 Dan Snow investigates the

event’s impact on WW1.

9.00pm Channel 4 Comedy Gala 
channel 4 See preview, left. 

9.00pm Coldplay Live At Radio 1’s Big 
Weekend bbc4 See preview, left. 

9.00pm Hawaii Five0 SKY1 A woman is 

murdered in her home. 

9.30pm Love Island: We Know 
What You Did Last Summer itv   

See preview, left. 

9.00pm Marvel’s Agents Of SHIELD 
E4 Coulson and his team prepare for 

what could be a deadly battle. 

9.00pm Keeping Up With 
The Kardashians E! Another 

chance to gawp at Kimmy, 

Kourtney, Khloé, Kris, Kendall 

and Kylie.  

9.00pm Chicago Med universal  

Nurse Lockwood is arrested for refusing  

to do a DUI blood test on a patient .

11.25pm Flat TV bbc2  

The Tom Rosenthal and Naz 

Osmanoglu meta-comedy has 

finally made it to actual TV, after 

living on BBC3 for a while.

Chris 

Harris
Renowned motoring 

journalist and  

car reviewer.

Eddie 

Jordan
Motorsport guru 

and Formula 1 

commentator.

The Stig
Well, he’s just  

The Stig.



AMidsummer
Night’s Dream
BBC1, 8.30pm 

This dazzling new spin on

Shakespeare’s play is adapted

by Russell T Davies, of Doctor

Who fame. It’s set in a scary

version of  ’50s Athens, where

dictator Theseus is planning

his wedding to prisoner of  

war Hippolyta and Hermia

is sentenced to death. In the

town below, a bunch of 

am-dram types rehearse, 

while in the wild woods, 

magical forces are gathering.

See our interview with  

Matt Lucas on page 76  

and then settle down for  

one of the most exciting 

Shakespeare adaptations 

ever. ����� BOYD HILTON

ModernFamily
Sky1,8.30pm

MF is best when everyone is trapped together,  

so tonight’s episode set on a train is a doozy. The fam  

are travelling en masse to DeDe’s wedding and it’s  

an eventful journey. Phil and Cam geek out because 

their favourite author is a passenger, Alex meets  

a suitor and Mitch tells Claire that DeDe wants him  

to write the toast, not her. Awks. ���� KAY RIBEIRO

Alan Partridge’s
Scissored Isle
Sky Atlantic, 10pm

What more of a Bank

Holiday TV treat could

you want than a brand-new

Alan Partridge special?

Nothing more, is the answer

and Alan doesn’t let us

down as he sets out to make 

amends after an on-air 

incident at the end of the 

last series of Mid Morning 

Matters. Leaving behind 

his comfortable life and 

massive detached house, 

Alan heads to the north  

on a personal journey that 

has echoes of Ross Kemp 

mingled with the kind of 

thing Myleene Klass is 

doing on ITV tomorrow 

 in her Single Mum On 

Benefits programme.  

Alan meets a payday lender,  

a tough street gang and  

a scavenger for free food,   

all the time attempting to 

understand them and their 

ways. Just watching him 

trying to man the till at 

Tescos will be enough to 

reduce you to hysterical 

laughter. The rest is genius, 

too. ����� BOYD HILTON

i can  
Smell  

 cheese

“Bottoms up. 

Geddit? Bottom… 

Over there…  

Oh, forget it”  

“Anyone got  

any Immac?”
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Made In Chelsea
& Empire
E4, 9pm &10pm

Tune in at 9pm for all the

latest happenings among

the Chelsea set, then stay

tuned for the Empire

season two finale. Jamal

refuses to make music until

his family makes peace,

but the Feds want Anika

to testify against Lucious.

Plus, Cookie calls a meeting

at Hakeem and Laura’s

wedding. ���� LIAMWRIGHT

Upstart Crow
BBC2, 10pm

In the excellent comedy

starring David Mitchell as

Shakespeare, he gets news

that Marlowe is investing

in tobacco and potatoes

from the New World. Will

would rather invest in a new

theatre, but his savings

go missing. Meanwhile,

Kate is frustrated with

the lack of roles for women

in the Bard’s plays. 

���� LIAM WRIGHT 

Game Of Thrones
Sky Atlantic, 9pm

This sixth episode is called 

“Blood Of My Blood”

which, as any obsessive  

will tell you, is a phrase  

used amongst the Dothraki. 

So we expect a lot of fallout 

from the whole Daenerys 

situation, after she burned 

down her disgusting 

captors and walked out 

naked to take control of a 

whole new bunch of people. 

����� BOYD HILTON

Heathrow: Britain’s 
Busiest Airport
ITV, 9pm

Behind the scenes at 

Heathrow’s five terminals

lurk many things non-

winged. There’s a police

force, paramedics and even

vets, as we learn in this 

three-part doc. There’s

also a peek behind the 

velvet rope of the Emirates

lounge, where passengers

get to drink their body 

weight in Champagne to

claw back their massive

spend. ��� JEN CROTHERS

Veep
SkyAtlantic,11.35pm

This is getting later and later in the schedule, but it’s

still a must-watch. In this week’s episode, brilliantly

titled “C**tgate”, the US is on the brink of financial

meltdown and Selina has to make an important

decision. Meanwhile, Catherine tries to get time with

her mum to share some news. ����� BOYDHILTON

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

highlights
PEAK VIEWING

LoveIsland
ITV2,9pm

Caroline Flack is back with

a new bunch of doofs and

doofettes, including Miss

GreatBritainZaraHolland,

and Scott Thomas, whose

brothers Ryan and Adam

star in Corrie and

Emmerdale. They’ll be

among the gaggle of singles

trying to pair up in the

Balearics over six weeks

in order to end up with the

£50,000.��� LIAMWRIGHT

NEW!

NEW!

“Did you pack 

your bag 

yourself?”

7.00pm Emmerdale ITV 

Cain gives Holly a brutal ultimatum.

7.30pm Coronation Street  itv  

Gemma tells DS Kerr she knows who  

killed Callum. Continues at 8.30pm.

7.30pm The Big Spring  
Clean channel4 Phil Spencer 

tackles Britain’s clutter crisis.

8.00pm EastEnders BBC1 Lauren  

is frustrated by Abi’s refusal to help  

their dad.

8.00pm Wild Australia With Ray 
Mears ITV Ray explores the waters off  

the coast of Victoria.

8.30pm A Midsummer Night’s Dream 
bbc1 See preview, left. 

8.30pm Food Unwrapped channel4 

Premium-priced manuka honey has a turn  

in the spotlight.

8.30pm Modern Family sky 1  See 

preview, left.

9.00pm The Great British 
Sewing  Bee BBC2 The eight 

remaining sewers turn their 

hands to lingerie. Oo-er.

9.00pm Heathrow:  Britain’s 
Busiest Airport ITV  See preview,  

left.

9.00pm 24 Hours In A&E CHANNEL 4   

A woman is rushed to hospital after  

being kicked by a rude horse.

9.00pm Love Island itv2  See preview, left.

9.00pm Made In Chelsea e4  See  

preview, left. 

9.00pm Game Of Thrones 
sky atlantic  See preview, left.

10.00pm Upstart Crow bbc2 See  

preview, left. 

10.00pm  Empire e4  See preview, left. 

10.00pm Legends Sky1 Martin prepares 

Kate for a dangerous job in Paris. 

10.00pm Alan Partridge’s 
Scissored Isle  sky atlantic   

See preview, left.

11.35pm Veep sky atlantic  See 

preview, left.
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Penny Dreadful
Sky Atlantic, 10pm

Can we just talk about Josh Hartnett  

for a minute here? We’d never really  

taken that much notice of him – sure,  

he had some preppy good looks on  

him, but he just wasn’t quite bad boy 

enough for us. That certainly changed 

when he turned up as mysterious Yank 

Ethan Chandler in Penny Dreadful.  

His evolution from slightly cocky 

gunslinger to ACTUAL WEREWOLF 

has been a corker. Personally, we 

particularly enjoyed his will-they- 

won’t-they-it’s-probably-safer-if- 

they-don’t sojourn locked up in that 

isolated cabin with Vanessa last  

series. These days, though, he isn’t  

playing nicely with anyone – except,  

it seems – sexy witch lady Hecate.   

Their New Mexico road trip continues

tonight as they make their way through

the desert trying to avoid getting caught

by Sir Malcolm and telepathic Apache

Kaetenay. Talking of whom, Kaetenay

finally lets Sir Malcolm in on his  

real intentions. We dread to think. 

Meanwhile, back in London, red-eyed

Victor is still tinkering with Dr Jekyll’s

transformational formula in a bid to tame

Lily. Honestly, lad, it’s probably time to

move on. She’s having waaaay too much

fun with Dorian to think about coming

back to your cry face. �����  LISA HOWELLS

Hecate:  

hot witch

TOP 
THRILLS

i’m an  
american 

werewolf in… 
oh, america

Tu
31 MAY

TV



7pm

Blindspot
SkyLiving,9PM

Things are coming full

circle in the penultimate

episode of this first season,

when a newborn with a

tattoo that matches one of

Jane’s is found abandoned.

The team get to work on

uncovering the child’s

identity and are soon

racing to save dozens of

other babies. Elsewhere,

Jane confronts Oscar

about his mysterious

missions. ��� LISAHOWELLS

Rovers
Sky1,10pm

In part two of the lovely

comedy about lower league

football fans, Craig Cash’s

Pete gets in an awkward

situation when he blames

the goalie for a defeat.

Meanwhile, Tom’s new

trousers are the talk of the

clubhouse, Doreen gets

an invitation to go up The

Shard, Tel prepares to meet

the in laws and things heat

up with Mandy and Willy.

���� BOYD HILTON

MyleeneKlass:
Single Mum
OnBenefits
ITV,9pm

The former Hear’Say

singer turns investigative

reporter (kind of) in this

one off doc that sounds

like it’s been torn from

Channel 5’s schedule. She

moves into the home of

a single mum from Wales

(with her permission)

to see how she spends her

benefits. ��� BOYDHILTON

ALeague Of Their
OwnUSRoad
TripUnseen
Sky1,9pm

We enjoyed three fun

packed eps of Freddie

Flintoff, Jack Whitehall

and Jamie Redknapp

being challenged by their

ALOTO host James

Corden. Now we get to

go behind the scenes in

a special episode featuring

pranks and wind ups.

���� BOYDHILTON
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TheTunnel:
Sabotage
SkyAtlantic,9pm

It’s finale time already.

Elise and Karl’s hunt for

The Chemist becomes

more dangerous than ever,

when one of the killer’s

previous victims gives

them a vital clue about

his whereabouts. As the

duo approach his evil

lair, their lives are put in

danger, along with the

whole nation. Standard.

����JASONARNOPP

InTheClub
BBC1,9pm

It’s a potentially bad day

for Vicky, as she waits to

discover the coroner’s

verdict: will she be found

responsible for the death

of one of her birthing

mothers? Meanwhile,

Rick struggles to get a job

with his criminal record,

and parenthood proves

harder than expected

for Andrew and Nathan.

���� JASONARNOPP

The Flash
Sky1, 8pm 

You know it’s heading into

summer when the big US

shows reach their season

finales. And here’s another

one, as The Flash dares

to take on Zoom in

a dramatic showdown

between the two very fast

meta humans. But having

been double crossed

already, can The Flash

trust his entourage? See

Supergirl on Friday for

more Flash based action.

����LIAMWRIGHT

6pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

highlights
PEAK VIEWING

NEW!

SERIES FINALE!

FINAL EP!

6.30pm Springwatch 
Unsprung BBC2 Chris Packham 

takes viewers’ questions. 

7.00pm Emmerdale ITV 

Robert offers Liv unexpected support 

at Gordon’s funeral.

8.00pm Holby City bbc1 Zosia is 

forced to make a choice between 

Arthur and her career.

8.00pm Fierce ITV Steve Backshall 

seeks out endangered African wild 

dogs. As you do.

8.00pm Obsessive Compulsive 
Cleaners channel 4 A duo clean up  

a Georgian manor in Ireland.

8.00pm The Flash sky1 See preview, left.

9.00pm In The Club BBC1 See preview, left.

9.00pm Myleene Klass: Single Mum 
On Benefits itv  See preview, left. 

9.00pm How To Get A Council House  
channel4 Cameras follow Londoners living in 

poor conditions.

9.00pm Inside The World’s  
Scariest Prison Channel 5  

It’s a prison, and it’s scary.

9.00pm Love Island ITV2 More 

drama and saucy action from the 

reality show.  

9.00pm Building The Dream  
More4  Charlie Luxton helps a couple, you 

guessed it, build their dream home. 

9.00pm A League Of Their Own US 
Road Trip Unseen sky1  See preview, left.

9.00pm The Tunnel: Sabotage  
sky atlantic See preview, left. 

9.00pm Blindspot sky living  

See preview, left.

10.00pm Later Live BBC2 Jools 

Holland welcomes Biffy Clyro.

10.00pm Party Pensioners: 
Sex, Drugs & Bingo channel 5

Top night out, then.

10.00pm Rovers Sky1  

See preview, left.

10.00pm Penny Dreadful  
sky atlantic  See preview, left.

“This outfit 

needs  

some talc”
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Versailles
BBC2, 9.30pm

One thing dominated our winter  

TV viewing: the epic masterpiece that 

was War & Peace. We were obsessed 

with the fancy costumes, the intrigue,  

the brilliant actors, the really hard-to-

follow political and social machinations, 

the fancy costumes. So, it’s fair to say 

there was a big old hole in our viewing 

schedules when that ended. But here 

comes some lavish period-drama 

Polyfilla in the shape of the ten-part 

Versailles, enticingly billed as “an 

intoxicating world of secrets, betrayals, 

love and war” (with fancy costumes). 

Picture the scene: it’s France 1667,  

and young King Louis XIV is haunted  

by the civil war that saw the country’s 

noblemen attempt to overthrow his 

father. Determined this won’t be 

happening on his watch, he devises  

a very cunning plan to keep the pesky 

nobles where he can see them and make

sure he stays in the top power spot.  

He’ll turn his father’s old hunting lodge

into the most beautiful palace in Europe,

Versailles, and make everyone – from 

troublesome toffs to sexy courtesans –

clamour to get on the guest list. He’s  

soon created a stage perfectly set for 

bucketloads of lust and intrigue. Nice 

work, Louis. ����� LISA HOWELLS

LAVISH
ROMP

NEW!

i’m too drunk  
to even say 

vershhaille

WednesdayTV
1 JUNE

WHO’S WHO IN

VERSAILLES?

Madame  
de Montespan
ANNA BREWSTER 

The most ambitious woman at 

Versailles, she’s already married  

but has her eye very firmly on Louis.

Chevalier  
de Lorraine
EVAN WILLIAMS 

He may be hot, but he’s a bit of a 

whinger. He controls lover Philippe 

and winds up love rival Henriette.

Henriette
NOÉMIE SCHMIDT 

The sister of England’s King Charles 

II, Henriette is Philippe’s wife but 

Louis’ mistress. Confusing. She  

will stop at nothing to secure power.

Philippe
ALEXANDER VLAHOS 

Louis’ little brother is a cross-

dressing warrior who was raised  

as a girl. He’s married to Henriette, 

but prefers his male lover, Chevalier.

King Louis XIV
GEORGE BLAGDEN 

Reigning monarch Louis is  

“spirited and seductive, an 

extraordinary strategist and  

utterly ruthless”. Apparently. 



MadamSecretary
SkyLiving,9pm

Mad Sec is even keener on

using real life stories for

dramatic purposes than

Homeland. This episode

focuses on the 2014 kidnap

of 276 schoolgirls by the

terrorist group Boko

Haram. Elizabeth finds

out a key member of

the organisation has

contracted a deadly virus,

and puts a plan in motion

to barter for the girls’

release. ���� LIAMWRIGHT

Grey’sAnatomy
SkyLiving,10PM

It’s the penultimate ep

of series 12, and we know

from bitter experience

that Grey’s seasons rarely*

(*never) end happily.

Callie and Arizona are still

fighting over their custody

arrangement (we miss the

days when these two were

loved up), and Arizona has

had enough. Meanwhile,

Owen and Amelia ramp it

up, while Jo disappoints

Alex. ���� LISAHOWELLS

TonightAtThe
LondonPalladium
ITV,8pm

Remember Hungarian

shadow theatre group

Attraction, who won BGT

three years back? They’re

here tonight, and their

performance would make

a glass eye cry. Bradley

Walsh also introduces

Craig David and the cast

of Matilda. Plus, there’s

comedy from Seann

Walsh. ��� JASONARNOPP

Arrow&Limitless
Sky1,8pm&9pm

It’s the season finale of

Arrow, and Oliver teams

up with an unlikely force

as he tries to stop Damien

Darhk and his evil ways

once and for all. Then, in

Limitless, Rebecca starts

to doubt Brian, and the

pair wind up in quarantine

when an investigation

exposes them to a

mystery substance.

����LIAMWRIGHT
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The 100 & 
Supernatural
E4, 9pm & 10pm

After the first part of the 

season finale last week,  

it really is the conclusion 

this week for the heroes of 

The 100 as they face the 

reality of their situation. 

Then in Supernatural, 

Sheriff Donna asks hunky 

brothers Dean and Sam  

for help with a murder  

that has supernatural 

elements. Hence the title. 

���� BOYD HILTON 

TheSecrets Of
GrowingOld
ITV,9pm

Now scientists believe one

in five of us will live to be

a hundred, our definition

of being ‘old’ is changing.

Here to illustrate that

point are some inspiring

plucky pensioners,

including 86 year old

Dilys, the world’s oldest

skydiver, and Charles (96)

who works out three times

a week. ����JULIEEMERY

Jane The Virgin
E4, 7.30pm

In the funny, fizzy comedy-

drama, Jane has men on

her mind after dreaming

about Professor Chavez,

and decides she needs 

to evaluate her feelings

towards him. Then, Xo

and Jane find Liliana’s

engagement ring and think

it means Rogelio is going

to propose, plus Michael

has a big revelation about

the relationship between

Rose and Mutter. 

���� BOYD HILTON

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

highlights
PEAK VIEWING“Erm, that’s so 

my dressing 

gown, fella…”

NEW!

7.00pm Emmerdale  itv  

Cain suspects Belle is back 

 with her married man.

7.30pm Coronation Street ITV

Jason accosts Sarah.

7.30pm Jane The Virgin E4

See preview, left. 

8.00pm  Lose Weight For Love bbc1  

A couple whose overeating and excessive 

boozing is making them unhappy.

8.00pm  Springwatch 2016 bbc2 

The latest spring-based action from the 

Farne Islands in Northumberland.

8.00pm  Tonight At The London 
Palladium ITV  See preview, left.

8.00pm The Supervet Channel 4

A nurse’s cat is rushed into the

surgery after being poisoned.

8.00pm Arrow sky 1 See preview,

left. 

9.00pm The Big C & Me bbc1

Documentary following nine people living

with cancer.

9.00pm The Secrets Of Growing Old  
ITV See preview, left. 

9.00pm 24 Hours In Police Custody 

channel 4 Cops try to arrest an armed man.

9.00pm The Hotel Inspector 

channel 5 Queen of mean Alex 

Polizzi tries to settle a dispute

between a hotel manager and

the owner.

9.00pm Love Island itv2

Caz Flack presides over the lovebirds.

9.00pm The 100 e4  See preview, left. 

9.00pm  Limitless Sky1 See preview, left. 

9.00pm Madam Secretary Sky Living 

See preview, left.

9.30pm Versailles BBC2 See preview, left.

10.00pm Seventy With A Six Pack 

Channel 4 Britain’s oldest Muscle Malcolms.

10.00pm  Supernatural e4  

See preview, left. 

10.00pm Grey’s Anatomy  SKy living    

See preview, left. 
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PeakyBlinders
BBC2, 9pm

Kicking off with a beautifully filmed 

sequence of Tommy in hospital, poignantly 

paying tribute to the video for (and 

soundtracked by) David Bowie’s Lazarus, 

tonight’s episode is really something 

special, even by Blinders’ consistently high 

standards. Plus, Tom Hardy’s back with 

his scene-stealing  performance as Alfie 

Solomons, greeting Tommy with the 

words, “You f**king around with the 

Russians, ain’t yer, you silly boy?” and 

winding up Arthur about his new-found 

love of the baby Jesus. And this love is 

severely tested when the Russians order 

Tommy, Arthur and John to their mansion 

for a test to prove their worthiness to run 

the planned robbery. This involves Tatiana 

and her aunt ordering John and Tommy to 

strip off so they can check their bodies, and 

in Arthur’s case, a rather more intimate 

examination. Afterwards, the ladies 

proclaim this “tradition” must be followed 

by music and vodka, which basically 

translates as a full-on orgy. Those 

Russians certainly have a novel idea of  

a house party, eh? Later on, when Alfie is 

summoned to assess their vast stash of 

jewellery and they start talking about 

in him in Russian, he joins in the  

conversation. Turns out Alfie’s  

fluent in Russian as well as insults. 

Pure genius. ����� JULIE EMERY

Come on, you 

still would. 

Right? Right?

Th
2 JUNE

TV

BLINDING
DRAMA

No one wanted to 

lose the game of 

Musical Statues



Billions&
SiliconValley
NOWTV&SkyAtlantic,

9pm&10pm

In the gloriously enjoyable

US drama, a trip to see

Metallica leads Axe to

question his freedom, while

Chuck is forced to examine

the business dealings of

his own father. Then in

the great comedy Silicon

Valley, Richard and the

Pied Piper crew’s plan hits

a snag before it even gets

going.���� BOYDHILTON

GoingForward
BBC4,10PM

We’ve loved Jo Brand in

this gentle comedy, which

sees her playing a care

assistant dealing with life’s

trials and tribulations. In

tonight’s closer, Kim and

Dave face fresh problems

at work, while a patient

gives Kim an unwelcome

farewell present. Plus,

Kim and Jackie’s long

running feud finally erupts

into full on fireworks.

����LISAHOWELLS

TheGood Wife
More4,9pm

The end is nigh for TGW

and tonight Peter gets

arrested. Again. But as the

cuffs get slapped on and he

has to do the public walk of

shame, will Alicia stand by

her man for the millionth

time? Meanwhile, Jason’s

hired to find out how strong

the case is against Peter

and finds himself knocking

on Carey’s door.

����KAYRIBEIRO

TheCatch
SkyLiving,9pm

So, we now know Ben is

a bit of a shit, but how will

investigator Alice trap her

con artist ex fiancé? It’s

a conundrum made even

more complex by the fact

he’s gone and fallen for

her. Meanwhile, Alice

has another scam to solve

the fleecing of a Middle

Eastern royal. And now

whaddya know, pesky Ben’s

involved.����KAYRIBEIRO
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The Americans  
& Quantico
ITV Encore, 9pm & Alibi, 9pm

Two great US espionage 

dramas you may not be 

aware of. The Americans  

is on its fourth season, in 

which the Russian spies 

pretending to be American 

talk to their daughter’s 

pastor who knows their 

secret. And in Quantico, 

Alex lands in the middle of 

a congressional hearing to 

testify about the bombings. 

���� BOYD HILTON

Neil Gaiman’s 
Likely Stories
Sky Arts, 9pm

Two more extraordinary

tales from the fantasy

author. Johnny Vegas plays

a barfly who tells a spooky

ghost story. Then Kenneth

Cranham stars as an ageing

photographer interviewed

by TV’s “face of culture”.

Once the cameras are off,

an intriguing story about a

young model is unearthed.

���� LIAM WRIGHT

The Big Bang 
Theory
E4, 8.30pm

In scenes marginally more

exciting than when your

teacher added magnesium

to a bowl of water during

GSCE science class, this

week the gang run into 

Penny’s ex-boyfriend at a

wine bar. Plus, Bernadette

spends an evening with

Sheldon and Koothrappali’s

introduction of his new

girlfriend doesn’t quite

go according to plan. 

���� JEN CROTHERS

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

highlights
PEAK VIEWING

7.30pm EastEnders BBC1  
Ian is determined to fix his  

family’s problems. 

7.30pm Live International 
Football  ITV  England take  

on Portugal. Kick off 7.45pm.

8.00pm Living With Dementia: Chris’ 
Story  BBC1 Moving documentary.

8.00pm Springwatch 2016  BBC2  

It’s all happening down on the Farne Island’s 

seabird colony.

8.00pm Kirstie And Phil’s Love It Or 
List It channel4  A couple in Scotland dither 

over their Victorian villa. 

8.00pm  DC Legends Of 
Tomorrow Sky1  Savage  

tells Kendra he can reunite  

her with Carter.

8.30pm The Big Bang Theory E4  

See preview, left.

9.00pm The Truth About Healthy 
Eating  bbc1 Last in this revealing  

series investigating health issues. 

9.00pm Peaky Blinders  BBC2  

See preview, left.

9.00pm Film: Le Week-End  channel 4 

Premiere of this romantic comedy drama 

starring Jim Broadbent.

9.00pm The Americans itv Encore  

See preview, left.

9.00pm New Girl  E4  New  

series. Cece makes a surprise 

announcement.

9.00pm The Good Wife more4  

See preview, left.

9.00pm Billions sky atlantic  

See preview, left.

9.00pm  Quantico Alibi  See preview, left.

9.00pm  The Catch sky Living  

See preview, left.

9.00pm  Neil Gaiman’s Likely  
Stories  Sky Arts See preview, left.

10.00pm Going Forward  
BBc 4 See preview, left.

10.10pm  Silicon Valley Sky atlantic 

See preview, left.

Er, looking  

happy to see  

that bottle…
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Supergirl
Sky1, 8pm

DC character crossover

klaxon! Kara the Supergirl

gets a new ally when The

Flash’s attempts to increase

his speed catapults him

into her universe. He ends

up helping Kara take

on Siobhan (aka Silver

Banshee) and Live Wire

in return for her help in

finding a way for him to

return home. Cunning,

huh? ���� BOYD HILTON

Love, Nina
BBC1, 9.30PM

More from the world of 

fish out of-water nanny 

Nina and her life looking 

after the two young sons  

of single mother George  

(a brilliant Helena Bonham 

Carter). Tonight, Nina and 

George decide family cat 

Lucas needs to go and 

arrange to give him away. 

But Joe is not at all happy  

when he finds out.  

���� LISA HOWELLS

Dicte
More 4, 9pm

It’s a double bill of a new

Danish show with the title

that looks like a typo. Dicte

Svendsen is a divorced

crime reporter, who returns

to her hometown, as TV

characters tend to do rather

a lot. There, she discovers

a dead body and starts

to investigate, even though

local cop Wagner does

his best to stop her. 

���� JASON ARNOPP

The Blacklist
Sky Living, 9PM

If we worked for the FBI,  

we would make damn  

sure we weren’t on this 

particular team, as yet more 

lives are in serious jeopardy 

in tonight’s finale. Red and 

co are rocked by a shocking 

betrayal as they hunt  

down those responsible  

for Liz’s death, and are left 

desperately trying to rescue 

one of their own. Again. 

��� LISA HOWELLS

The UK’s Best  
Part-Time Band
BBC4, 9pm

Other TV personalities 

explore the world’s 

extremities, risking life  

and limb. Comedian Rhod 

Gilbert, however, has 

picked a somewhat less 

dangerous mission as he 

hunts for our best part-time 

band. He’ll be joined by 

experts like New Order’s 

Peter Hook and producer 

Jazzie B. ��� JASON ARNOPP

NEW! NEW!

Frid
3 JUNE

TV

the death in a posh Hunger 

Games. Meanwhile,

President George Osborne 

(Justin Salinger) – the 

horror! – has been able to 

impose extreme austerity 

without the usual checks 

and balances the monarchy 

provided. Yes, it turns out 

there was some use for them 

after all. Can the adorable 

Wills (Hugh Skinner) save 

his family and the nation

before Britain is sold to the

Chinese? Let’s bloody well

hope so. ���� BOYD HILTON

TheWindsors
Channel4,10pm

It’s the last of what has  

been a jolly good and  

highly amusing spoof soap 

starring an array of very 

funny people as members  

of the royal family. As it  

all winds down, it seems 

Britain has become a 

dystopian nightmare since 

the public voted to abolish 

the monarchy, with the 

particularly hilarious  

idea of pointless Beatrice 

(Ellie White) and Eugenie 

(Celeste Dring) fighting to 

Camilla: too 

many shandies
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Mum
bbc2, 10pm

It’s summer in the superbly 

observed and acted comedy 

from Him & Her  writer 

Stefan Golaszewski, and  

it’s a scorching day, so Kelly 

and her cousin sunbathe  

in the garden, while Cathy 

(Lesley Manville) is getting 

ready to go for lunch with  

a new man friend. Michael’s 

taking her and is keen to 

find out more about this 

friend. ����� BOYD HILTON

6pm

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

highlights
PEAK VIEWING

RIGHT 
ROYAL 

LAUGHS
6.30pm Springwatch Unsprung   
BBC2  With Great British Sewing Bee judge 

Patrick Grant. 

7.00pm Emmerdale ITV  Cain plots against 

Dr Bailey. Continues at 8.00pm.

7.30pm Coronation Street ITV Todd  

is stunned when Sarah confesses to killing 

Callum. Pretty sure she should have kept  

that quiet. More at 8.30pm.

7.30pm The Goldbergs E4 
Adam’s plan to avoid swimming 

could affect his friendship with 

Dave. Sad times.

8.00pm EastEnders BBC1 Ronnie 

confronts Jack about his refusal to let  

Roxy see Amy.

8.00pm Rush Hour E4 Carter and Lee

thwart an armoured truck robbery.

8.00pm Supergirl sky1 See preview, left.

8.30pm Would I Lie To You?
bbc1 The ever-brilliant Danny Dyer

spins some yarns tonight, along

with newsreader Moira Stuart and

comedian Jon Richardson.

9.00pm Have I Got News For You  bBC1  

Actor Martin Clunes hosts.

9.00pm Deepcut: The Army’s Shame 
BBC2  Former soldiers talk about their time at 

the controversial barracks.

9.00pm Fraud: How They
Steal Your ID itv Police try

to catch a fraudster who’s stealing

other people’s identities.

9.00pm The UK’s Best Part-
Time Band BBC4 See preview, left.

9.00pm Dicte More 4 See preview, left.

9.00pm The Blacklist SKY LIVING

See preview, left.

9.30pm Love, Nina BBC1 See preview, left.

10.00pm Mum bbc2 See preview, left.

10.00pm The Windsors Channel 4

See preview, left.

10.35pm The Graham Norton Show
BBC1 Hollywood starSalma Hayek joins

Graham for a chinwag, along with Brit

actress Tamsin Greig and Frasier himself,

Kelsey Grammer.

Spy
Sky movies On Demand/ 

Sky Movies Premiere

Frequently hilarious 

spoof spy thriller with 

Melissa McCarthy as an 

intelligence operative 

who gets thrown into  

the field with Jason 

Statham. ����

American Ultra
Sky movies on demand

Available on demand a 

week ahead of its release 

on Sky Movies Premiere, 

Jesse Eisenberg and 

Kristen Stewart star in 

this complex-but worth- 

it action comedy . ���

FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIES

falling  
over always 

 works  
for j-law
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PippaMiddleton

inTheWindsors,

Friday,Channel4,

10pm
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Marry Prince Harry or

have a fling with Wills?

MarryHarry.Imean,even

aflingwithWillswouldbe

abittedious,wouldn’tit?

Harry’sthenaughtyone.

I’malwaysattracted

tothenaughtyones.

Become queen for

the day or have the

Queen as your mum?

Queenforaday.Allblack

taxiswouldbefreeand

there’dbeanextradayof

theweekcalledFunday

thatcomesafterSunday.

Itwouldbearecoveryday.

Don’tyouthinkyouneed

thatextraday?Youparty

ontheSaturday,thenyou’re

hungoverontheSunday,

thenonFunday,youcango

forawalkandhavebrunch.

Have Pippa Middleton’s

bottom or Kate’s

wardrobe allowance?

Thewardrobeallowance.

Pippa’sbumisn’tbig

enoughforme.It’stooneat.

I’mmoreofaLatinoarse

thatyoucanslap.Pippa’sis

morelikeanetballbottom.

Be your Natalie Cassidy

character for the rest

of time or have to talk

in the excited tones of

your Fearne Cotton

impression?

ItwouldhavetobeNatalie

Cassidy,becauseshe’s

forevertheenthusiast.

She’salwaysglasshalffull.

WhereasFearne’sjust

goingtorunoutofsteam

atsomestage,isn’tshe?

Would you      
rather…

W E  A S K  T H E  W I N D S O R S 

A C T R E S S  L I F E ’ S 

T R I C K I E S T  Q U E S T I O N S

Get sent to the Tower  

or wear ceremonial 

costume forever? 

Tower, Tower, Tower!  

Go out with a bang. 

Uncomfortable clothing  

is hideous. My rule: get  

in the house, bra off,  

pants off, slippers on. 

Snog someone you 

detest or hate every 

single person you snog 

for the rest of time?

Oh, snog someone I detest. 

Quick tongue and you’re 

done. Who would be my 

worst person to snog in the 

world? There’s a long list. 

Donald Trump would be 

pretty low down. Imagine! 

Profusely sweat green 

perspiration or be 

covered in scales? 

Scales! Beautiful scales 

like sequins. Can you pick 

the colour? Blue to green, 

so sort of mermaid-style. 

F**k yeah, I’d show off  

as much scale as possible.  

I’d be like a naughty  

Geisha, showing way  

too much ankle and wrist. 

Only be able to watch 

informercials or not be 

able to watch anything 

on TV ever again? 

Never watch anything on 

TV ever again, because 

infomercials are  just 

getting longer and longer. 

Radio is dead to me now 

because of the ads. And  

I’m on there – I’m doing 

some of the adverts. I can’t 

even listen to myself.  �
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